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�Tell him to ask about me,� she said confidently. �Everyone knows Om Bassem 
the plumber.� That was the reply I got when I argued that the address was not 
specific enough for the photographer to find it. But she was right. She is per-
haps one of very few, if not the only, female plumber in Egypt. A true success 

story that emerged from a very difficult life and one of many that Business 
Monthly�s editorial team hit the streets to find.  

I have been a journalist and an editor for many years now and, to date, this is my 
absolute favorite issue. Like most, we decided to celebrate women in our March 
publication, but in our own way. Our amazing team of journalists searched for 
women who prove that glass ceilings and gender limitations don�t exist in Egypt. We 
have interviewed a mechanic from Esna in the deep south, a taxi driver from the 
harsher side of Cairo, a deep-sea welder from Alexandria, and young women from 
Mousha, a small town in Upper Egypt, who are some of the first to work on mobile 
hardware construction in the country. 

Our interviews on the matter cover three different topics: women in male-domi-
nated fields; female drivers in ride-hailing services; Egypt�s first mobile phone facto-
ry, which employs only women from Assiut. 

Focusing on women hasn�t shifted our attention away from some significant steps 
taken by the Egyptian government, most notably, the new mining draft law, which 
finally addresses the hurdles impacting investment in the sector. 

Furthermore, in efforts to aid other industries, the government has removed all 
tariffs on silkworm eggs to aid the struggling sericulture industry. While an excellent 
step, stakeholders have raised concern. 

Smaller industries have also received government attention. Street vendors can 
now legally sell their products in certain locations in Cairo, with official laws reg-
ulating the matter throughout the nation on the way. Find out how vendors feel 
about it.  

With that, I wish you a happy March and a soon to follow spring.  
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We are nearing our annual Doorknock Mission set for the first week of 
April. Many challenges await us and the dynamics and momentum in 
Egypt is keeping us on our toes. 

 As much as we are enjoying the continuous success in result-driven endeavors, such 
as Egypt�s growing economy and its rising regional profile, exemplified by holding the 
EU-Arab League Summit in Sharm el Sheikh, as much as we are still witnessing 
trickles of terror and incompetence in the administration of the ongoing bureaucracy. 
The latest of which is the tragic train accident in Cairo Central Station, an example 
of the negligence of low-level operators that led to the resignation of the transport 
minister. An unfortunate result, noting that he has been one of the more potent 
ministers. 

 Having said that, despite how fast we move forward the challenge of overhauling 
the governance of the country remains a reality. Which leads us to the proposed 
constitutional amendments that are stirring up a debate between those who oppose it 
and naturally its proponents. 

 We have seen lately several dynamics that are enlivening the political debate, 
whether through social media or articles in the press from several opinion leaders, 
such as Hossam Badrawi, Mohamed Ghoneim, Ziad Bahaa el Din, Abdel Moneim 
Said, Shawky el Sayed, and Ahmed Galal. All debating the timing and essence of the 
amendments, along with a national pro campaign addressing the grassroot 
constituencies, championed by several NGOs and parliamentarians. 

 I would say finally the debate is picking up�a part from the general convictions�
that the majority are likely to vote for it. However, the speaker of Parliament 
announced that discussions are still ongoing and nothing is yet conclusive, a notion 
that suggests the debate is a test of the political climate before reaching a final 
conclusion. Time will tell and it would not surprise me to see twists and turns in the 
final draft. 

 There is a general sentiment�even though not necessarily shared by everyone�
that the term of Sisi should be extended under the conviction that the job is still half 
done. Continuing the necessary reform and capacity building needs time. We are 
talking pragmatism not ideology. The debate should focus more on checks and 
balances, separation of power, transition to the next presidency, and the fundamentals 
that are needed to guarantee a smooth future transition. It will be a lively month and 
the jury, in my humble opinion, is still out.  

TAREK TAWFIK 
President, AmCham Egypt 

Charging Ahead

Viewpoint
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Economic year-on-year growth has reached 5.5 percent during 
the first half of fiscal year �H1 FY� 2018/2019 compared to 5.2 
percent during the same period last year. State investments 
increased by 64 percent over the same period last FY to top 
EGP 55.7 billion. During this timeframe, government revenue 
increased by 28.3 percent compared to last year, reaching EGP 
388.3 billion. This is partially thanks to an increase of 44.4 per-
cent in Suez Canal revenue, which topped EGP 36 billion. The 
government budget achieved an EGP 21 billion surplus before 
discounting interest payments, which are calculated at year�s 
end. This compares to EGP 14 billion surplus in the first half of 
FY 2017/2018. Overall budget deficit dropped to 3.6 percent of 
GDP compared to 4.2 percent during the reporting periods. 
This comes despite spending on health increasing by 27 percent, 
reaching EGP 32 billion, while spending on public healthcare 
insurance increased by 47.9 percent, topping just shy of EGP 1.1 

billion. Education spending also increased by 20.5 percent to 
top EGP 63.4 billion while non-fuel subsidies topped EGP 24.3 
billion, up 4.8 percent from H1 FY 2017/2018.  

Source: Ministry of Finance

Economic Performance
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The Ministry of Housing and Urban Development announced 
in February that 132 projects with an investment value of EGP 
18 billion are currently under construction. Projects in the 
pipeline include the establishment of 53 roads, 35 service facili-
ties, and 20 housing projects across Egypt.  Road projects, 
amounting to a total of EGP 14.95 billion, include the construc-
tion of 30th of June Corridor, a dual 95-kilometer carriageway, 
five-lane highway connecting the Port Said-Damietta Highway 
with the Cairo-Ismailia Highway. Additionally under construc-
tion, a 310 kilometers roadway to connect Farafra Oasis with 
Dayrout. Furthermore, the West Assiut Plateau highway, 
stretching 22.5 kilometers to connect Cairo with Assiut is 
among the slated to come to life this April. Moreover, a total of 
25 Bedouin settlement projects are being established to house 
325 residential units and 372 settlement units. Water desalina-
tion plants, land storage facilities, a water distribution grid, and 
water pipes will be implemented in Bernis, a port town on the 

Red Sea, as part of its infrastructural revamp project. Similar 
infrastructure will be laid to eight border villages in various gov-
ernorates including New Atfih in Giza, Al Qasr Al Islamia in 
The New Valley, and Awlad Yehia in Sohag to name a few. Across 
12 governorates, 11,830 out of a total of 20,000 social housing 
units are expected to be finished by the end of this fiscal year.

Infrastructure Projects Underdevelopment

132
Total Projects

EGP 18 B
Total Cost

53
Road Projects

35
Service Facility 
Projects

20
Housing Projects

Source: Ministry of Housing and Urban Development

THE NEWSROOM
IN BRIEF

Economic Performance During H1 
FY 2018/2019 

Infrastructure Updates
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Minister of Petroleum and Mineral Resources, Tarek el 
Molla, announced during the Egypt Petroleum Show, 
EGYPS 2019, the ministry�s plan to repay all arrears owed 
to international oil companies �IOCs� operating in Egypt 
before the end of 2019. According to official data, IOCs 
dues currently stand at $1.2 billion. Despite temporary 
spikes, the amount due has been declining since it reached 
an all-time high of $6.3 billion in 2013. The Egyptian 
General Petroleum Holding Company had since promised 
to repay the rest on periodical installments and by 2016 
arrears had declined to $3.5 billion. Dues continued to 
decline to reach $2.3 billion in 2017 and $2.2 billion at the 
start of 2018. 
 

Egypt Issues Food Safety  
Executive Regulations   

Prime Minister Mostafa Madbouly announced in February 
the issuance of the executive regulations for food safety. 
Divided into eight chapters, comprising 30 entries, the reg-
ulations stipulate that all technical standards and risk 
assessment systems will be set and managed by the pur-
posely-created National Food Safety Authority �NFSA� 
with no intervention from other government bodies. The 
executive regulations require NFSA to develop an indepen-
dent food tracking system along the industry supply chain 
to ensure delivering safe quality products. The authority 
will be in charge of granting licenses to food manufacturers 

and traders, as well as licensing new products before they 
hit the market. Moreover, NFSA will have to conduct 
inspections on imported and exported goods to ensure 
their compliance with local standards, effectively replacing 
the Customs Authority, which has to agree to NFSA find-
ings, as per the executive regulation. Lastly, food inspectors 
will have judicial seize and arrest powers.    

Source: Ministry of Petroleum and Mineral Resources

Oil Companies’ Arrears
$6.3 B
2013

$3.5 B
2016

$2.3 B
2017

$2.2 B
2018

$1.2 B 
2019

Egypt to Pay All IOC Dues

In its pilot phase, 5,680 tablets have been distributed last 
month among high-school students and teachers in Port 
Said for school work as well as home use. The initial 
phase of the project will see the Education Ministry dis-
tributing 700,000 tablets in select governorates, 
Education Minister Tarek Shawky said during a press 
event. So far, the tablets have been imported, costing the 
government EGP 5,000 each, however, Shawky stressed 
that a locally produced variant is the next step. 
Accordingly, the government is highly subsidizing the 

device, asking parents to pay EGP 100 as insurance for 
each device, limiting the program to government-school 
enrolled students. The new system, which was 
announced in February 2017 when Shawky took office,  is 
part of government efforts to reform the education sys-
tem. Other steps included the introduction of open-
book exams, which was implemented for the first time 
ever during mid-term exams this academic year. In an 
October report, Egypt�s education ranked 104 out of 157 
in the World Bank�s Human Capital Index.

Government Schools Go Digitial 

In Brief
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Four Women Challenge Social Norms  
in Male-Dominated Occupations 

By Ola Noureldin 

In Depth

Hoisting 35 kilograms of div-
ing gear and equipment 
on her body for the past 
five years, Bassant el 

Bestawi loves being an underwater 
welder, breaking social and gender 
norms in a field reserved for men 
throughout the region. 

Upon graduating from Suez Canal 
University as a petroleum and mining 
engineer, the 26-year-old began her 
dream journey by becoming the only 
certified female underwater welder in 
the Middle East. She is the only female 
remotely-operated vehicle pilot in the 
region, operating robots that dive deep 
in the sea.  

�I have always been drawn to the sea,� 
she says. �I wanted to be unique while 
practicing something that served both 
my career and my hobby.�   

Yet she believes being a Middle 
Eastern woman has brought many 
obstacles and mental struggles along the 
way. �Odds are stacked against me,� says 
el Bestawi. �I suffer from the backward 
thinking and societal constraints pre-
sent in some segments of society.  It hin-
ders me from achieving my career aspi-
ration to be an oil rig welder.� Despite 
her certifications and qualifications, she 
has not found a job with an oil company, 
her field of expertise, due to social stig-
ma coupled with the difficulty of issuing 
offshore work permits to women.  

�Managers would tell me they were 
impressed with my resume, that I 
shouldn�t give up on learning, but it is 
difficult to grant me an offshore oppor-
tunity because partner companies 
�state-owned entities that partner 
through joint ventures� would not favor 

the idea of a woman on site,� she says. 
Ranking among the most dangerous 

occupations in the world, underwater weld-
ing is a highly specialized, lucrative field 
with unlimited career opportunities, 
according to el Bestawi. She currently 
works as a trainee for underwater welding 
and commercial diving at the Egyptian 
International Diving School in Alexandria. 

�With patience and determination,� 
she says �I am certain I could be a 
famous welding engineer.�  

 
Widening 
Opportunities 
The lack of opportunities for women is 
widespread in Egypt, which ranks low in 
gender equality compared to other 
countries. The 2018 Global Gender Gap 
Index puts Egypt at 135th out of 149 
countries, a decline of 26 places since 
2006. The index measures disparities 
between men and women by analyzing 
economic participation and opportuni-
ty, educational attainment, health and 

Defying Gender Roles 
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survival, and political empowerment. 
Despite the decline in rank, Egypt 
shows steady improvement in educa-
tional attainment as well as progress on 
gender equality among professional and 
technical workers, the report said.   

In recent years, Egypt�s tough reform 
measures drove up the cost of living sig-
nificantly, with year-on-year headline 
inflation reaching an all-time high of 
32.95 percent in July 2017, while year-on-
year food inflation was a record 47.97 
percent last November, according to 
Central Bank of Egypt data.  

As a result, many Egyptians needed 
additional sources of income, even if it 
meant working in fields traditionally 
dominated by men. Such was the case 
with two 33-year-old car enthusiasts, 
Dalia Sweillam and Mona Kolla, who 
opened Egypt�s first car-wash service 
owned and operated by women. The 
pair started their business in 2017, look-
ing for ways to earn extra money.  

In order to master their profession, 
they read online articles related to car 
washing, watched YouTube tutorials, 
and visited big car-washing services to 
observe their latest equipment, know-
how, and trends. They now operate in a 
small warehouse in Mokattam, hand 
washing, soaping, and wiping dirt from 
five to six cars per day.  

�Car-washing services are usually lim-
ited to men, as it is considered manual 
labor. But we changed this idea com-
pletely,� says Sweillam, who works three 

shifts a week as an administrative assis-
tant at state-owned French Qasr Al Aini 
Hospital.  

At first, customers thought the two 
women were the owners and men would 
do the actual washing, but they ended 
up pleasantly surprised with the quality 
of the work, Sweillam says. Due to the 
increasing number of customers since 
their launch, the founders were able to 
buy German supplies and offer addi-
tional services, such as cleaning motors. 

�There is no difference between a 
man�s and a woman�s ability,� says 
Sweillam, �and it�s about time our soci-
ety realizes that as long as we are deter-
mined to learn, we will be able to work 
in anything.�  

 
Dreaming Big 
Leqaa el Khouly followed her father�s 
profession to become the first female 
auto mechanic in the Luxor area. Her 
passion for fixing cars dates to her child-
hood when she accompanied her father 
to his shop every day after school. 

�I was always fascinated by cars. I love 
everything about them, from the engine 
to the body,� the 22-year-old says from her 
repair shop in Esna, 55 kilometers south 

of Luxor on the West Bank of the Nile. 
Her decision raised eyebrows in con-

servative Upper Egypt. She was criti-
cized and often called �a man� because 
of her occupation.  

She recalls the many negative com-
ments she heard. �You are a girl, how 
can you slide under cars in front of male 
strangers? This job needs physical 
strength; you won�t be able to perform 
it. How can a girl�s hands be so dirty?� 
she says. �I did not care.� 

Gaining customers� trust was another 
obstacle. From belittling her knowledge 
and underestimating her capability, to 
asking her not to touch the car unless a 
male mechanic was around, she stood 
strong for nearly eight years.  

Today, everyone in Esna knows her, el 
Khouly says. She received various cer-
tificates from automobile company 
mechanical courses and participated in 
training organized by the Ministry of 
Trade and Industry. 

For el Khouly, the sky�s the limit. She 
looks forward to launching a training 
center in Luxor for girls to learn the 
basics of auto mechanics. In 2017, 
President Abdel Fattah el Sisi recognized 
her at the Aswan youth conference. 
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During the conference, el Sisi vowed to 
help her finance her dream of establish-
ing a large, fully-equipped car mainte-
nance center and hire women to work 
alongside her. The center�s land has been 
allocated and equipped, but el Khouly 
has not taken possession due to delays by 
the Luxor Governorate, she says.  

El Khouly believes many women in the 
area want to pursue careers as auto 
mechanics, but their families discourage 
them. �I want the job to be easy for any-
one who is passionate about performing 
it,� she stresses. �If sliding under cars is a 
problem for some, then I will have lifts.�   

 
Shifting the Mindset 
The struggle with society�s perception 
of their work is a common factor in all 
these women�s experiences. A 2017 sur-
vey by Gallup and the International 
Labor Organization examined global 
attitudes toward women working. It 
found that young men in Egypt are sig-
nificantly less likely than older men to 
find it acceptable for women in their 
families to work outside the home.   

The survey found 58 percent of men 
aged between 15-29 and 62 percent aged 
30-44 prefer women to stay home, com-
pared to 47 percent of those aged 45 and 
older. This is in stark contrast to young 
women, where only 25 percent of 
females aged 15-29 said they prefer to 
stay home.  

When 67-year-old Seham el Moghazy 
told her children she was going to start 
working as a plumber, her son wanted to 
change his name and her daughter 
threatened to commit suicide. 
Nevertheless, el Moghazy became 
Egypt�s first female plumber. 

Fifteen years ago, her husband left her 
and their three young children penni-
less. They had run several small busi-
nesses together, but everything was in 
his name. A few years earlier, she had 
been cut out of her father�s business fol-
lowing his death in favor of male rela-
tives, a common practice in rural areas 
in Egypt. 

Soon after, she learned about the Aga 
Khan Foundation, which provides free 
professional training courses. She 
reached out to ask what was available 
for immediate enrollment. It was 
plumbing. When told it wouldn�t work 
because she was a woman, she insisted 
and paid a deposit of EGP 1,000, 
promising that if she broke any equip-
ment they could keep the money.  

Eventually, the foundation gave in. For 
the first time, the course was opened to 
women.  She was the only woman who 
persevered in a group of 20 trainees. She 
finished a year and a half of training, 
ranking first in her class. Her male col-
leagues were quickly hired, but no one 
would hire her. She started working for 
friends, often traveling to distant villages 
where limited infrastructure and mis-
trust of male outsiders meant there was 
work. As years passed, she earned a rep-
utation for being able to fix anything. 
Gradually, incredulity turned to respect.  

Today, she makes a living in the Darb 
el Ahmar neighborhood in central 
Cairo. She takes orders and visits clients� 
homes carrying a bag of hammers, drills, 
pipe wrenches, and steel pipes, although 
she still struggles with people trying to 
pay her less because of her gender. 

�Now, my children are proud of me,� 
she says. �They see how successful I am 
and how important my work is when 
people rush to call me for help.�  

El Moghazy is blunt in her assessment 
of the issues women face when trying to 
work in a patriarchal society: �The 
problem in Egypt is that no man wants 
to have a woman earn more than him. 
Until there are women working every-
where, this mentality can�t change.� 

 
Defeating Stereotypes 
Under current labor law, there are sec-
tors in which women can�t legally work, 
including construction and mining. The 
same law stipulates that the Ministry of 
Manpower is responsible for designat-
ing which jobs are �morally unwhole-
some and not permitted� for women. 

Mona Ezzat, program officer at the 
New Woman Foundation, a nongovern-
mental organization that promotes gen-
der equality, told news portal Al Resala 
in November that such a law formalizes 
discrimination.  

In addition to societal barriers, 
women are conditioned to believe they 
are not well-suited to certain profes-
sions, especially those with leadership 
roles, Sian Beilock, president of Barnard 
College and a cognitive scientist, told 
Harvard Business Review last month. 
�Highly skilled women succumb to 
stereotype-driven expectations,� she 
said. �It begins early when girls as young 
as six stop believing that girls are the 
smart ones, while boys continue to 
believe their gender is gifted. As women 
get older, these stereotypes discourage 
them from pursuing careers thought to 
be typically reserved for men. And with 
fewer women in a field, subsequent gen-
erations of women are deterred from 
pursuing them.�  

Women�s empowerment is a key 
objective in Egypt�s vision. In March 
2017, the government launched the 
2030 National Strategy for the 
Empowerment of Egyptian Women 
with a roadmap focusing on political 
leadership, economic empowerment, 
social development, and protection.  
Women�s participation in the workforce 
is expected to reach 40 percent by 2030, 
Minister of Planning Hala al Said said in 
February during the National Day for 
Egyptian Women ceremony. 

A �plan of action based on the �2030 
strategy� must be implemented, and the 
achievements should be followed up 
and supported by awareness cam-
paigns,� Ezzat told the Al-Monitor news 
website. 

By breaking barriers of prejudice 
and entering professions considered 
to be exclusively male, the four 
women interviewed offer one piece 
of advice to others looking to do the 
same: persevere and disregard to 
what other people think. n 
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Emerging Trends

Since the days when men in gal-
abeyas sold warm chickpeas by 
the Corniche and roasted ears of 
corn out of horse-drawn carts, 

street food has been a fixture in Egypt. It 
has also been illegal, even as fruit vendors 
and their familiar colorful carts are street-
corner mainstays. In this time of high 

unemployment and a rising cost of living, 
even college graduates have pushed to 
legalize street vending in upscale neigh-
borhoods and many middle-class 

Egypt soon will issue executive regulations for a long-awaited law that allows street 
vendors to operate without fear of repercussions. 

By  Ola Noureldin

The New Era of Chic 
Street Vendors 
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Egyptians are turning their bicycles and 
car trunks into mobile cafes.  

Still, all of them have been subject to 
fines, cart confiscation, and arrest.  

In response, the government has 
slowly but surely worked to decrimi-
nalize street vending in Cairo by lim-
iting it to designated areas like Share3 
Masr �Egypt�s street� in Sheraton 
Heliopolis and Street 306 in Almaza 
in Heliopolis. President Abdel Fattah 
el Sisi ratified the Food Cart Act in 
June, however, the law has yet to be 
implemented.  

Enabling Formalization 
Ramy Hefny, 35, and his wife, Marwa, 

realized in January 2017 that a combined 
monthly income of EGP 2,000 was no 
longer sufficient. After quitting his EGP 
1,200 job as a hotel front office supervi-
sor and his wife leaving her part-time 
teaching job at a salary of no more than 
EGP 800, they decided to launch a food 
cart business called Romeo outside their 
house near Sheraton. Hefny built a small 
food tricycle with the help of a metal-
worker to sell burgers, hot dogs, chicken 
sandwiches, and oriental favorites like 
hawawshi in his neighborhood.  

The transition to formalization began 
with a viral video on social media that 
showed the Cairo municipality confis-
cating 32-year-old Yasmeen Reheem�s 
burger cart in April 2017. Shortly after, 
Reheem received a call from Minister of 
Social Solidarity, Ghada Waly, and was 
invited to a meeting with Cairo 
Governor Atef Abdel Hameed to discuss 
the situation of young street vendors, 
according to the state-run Al Ahram 
newspaper. The meeting influenced 
Hefny and other food cart owners to 
lobby against confiscation and use social 
and traditional media outlets to advo-
cate for legalization. Four months later, 
existing carts were invited to join Share3 
Masr. The project granted cart owners 
renewable one-year contracts, according 
to Ahmed Mostafa, head of City 
Marketing Solutions, the company in 
charge of managing the project.   

Similar to a food court, Share3 Masr is 
equipped with security cameras, electric-
ity, and other essentials like water tubs, 
toilets, sitting areas, and trash cans. The 
1,000-square-meter venue was designed 
to accommodate 14 street carts for EGP 
1,450 a month, including utilities. 
However, rent is expected to be 
reviewed soon and Hefny projects his 
kiosk�s rent will more than double to 
EGP 3,000.  
 
Expanding Potential 
After Share3 Masr quickly filled up, the 
government in December launched the 
nearby Street 306 project in Almaza. The 
new project, expected to expand across 

all governorates, was executed in cooper-
ation with several entities, including the 
Ministry of Local Development and the 
Tahya Misr fund. Street 306 is managed 
by Aswaq Misr Express for Development 
and Management, a new company with 
EGP 500 million in capital. Tahya Misr 
Holding Company for Investment and 
Development owns a 98 percent stake in 
the enterprise, while the Commercial 
International Bank and the Ministry of 
Investment and International 
Cooperation hold 1 percent each, 
according to Aswaq Misr Chairman 
Osama el Shafie.  

 By establishing 150 designated vend-
ing streets across Egypt�s 27 gover-
norates, the project aims to provide 
30,000 direct and indirect employment 
opportunities, says el Shafie. The pro-
ject additionally should help young 
entrepreneurs find funding sources in 
cooperation with the Ministry of 
Investment and International 
Cooperation, and the Small and 
Medium Enterprises Development 
Authority. Owners can operate kiosks �9 
square meters�, food trucks �12.5 or 6 
square meters� or a bike/cart �0.8 square 
meters�, and will be eligible for loans at 
7 percent interest. Furthermore, the 
company offers training in developing 
feasibility studies, business plans, and 
supply network management. 

Gamal Ahmed, 29, quit his sales job to 
pursue a new career in Asian street food. 
He was interested in starting the busi-
ness a year ago when he first heard of 
Share3 Masr and approached the munic-
ipality to apply. But he was informed the 
street was full and would be contacted 
when more phases open up.  

Ahmed, however, was not contacted 
until a month before the launch of Street 
306, leaving him little time to obtain 
financing for his food bike. With his own 
money and help from friends, he came up 
with about EGP 35,000 in startup costs. 

The lowest Street 306 rental fee is 
EGP 3,000 per month, including utili-
ties. Aswaq Misr decides every month 
whether to take the rent amount in full 
or to obtain 15 percent of the business�s 
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revenues if it exceeds the rent amount. 
Ashraf Ghoneim, owner of Mr. Puffz 
food truck in Street 306 says if sales 
exceed his EGP 8,000 rent, Aswaq Misr 
takes 15 percent of the excess. 

 
Vendors Going Cashless 
Additionally, a key feature of Street 306 is 
a digital cashless system, in which pay-
ments to business owners are processed 
through transfers. Customers are 
required to prepay an account before 
buying from carts. With each purchase, 
they receive a text that money has been 
deducted from their balance. Business 

owners are supposed to get deposits in 
their accounts twice a week.  

The cashless system was installed to 
integrate informal businesses into the 
banking system. �This new method 
allows us to gather and study data to 
enhance profitability. We need their busi-
nesses to be sustainable, so we are keen 
to provide them a comprehensive analy-
sis of their operations to help boost their 
revenues,� says Aswaq Misr�s el Shafie. 

Three cart owners, however, worry 
about a lack of cash flow. �We are very 
restrained. I don�t have enough cash to 
purchase from suppliers when I run out 

of products,� says an owner, who asked to 
remain anonymous. �We were told we 
would get paid twice a week, but that has 
not happened since we started.� 

Another owner praises the new system 
for its economic benefits to the nation 
but hopes that deposits into his business 
account will be consistent to guarantee 
the availability of the products he sells.  

 
Decades-old Conflict  
Beyond specific streets dedicated to food 
carts, the government has yet to imple-
ment a new law that could resolve the 
issue of illegal street vending.  
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Last April, a plenary session of 
Parliament approved a final draft law 
submitted by the government amend-
ing the food cart act, which was ratified 
by the president in June. The draft law 
was proposed by representative 
Mohamed Ali Youssef and included 17 
clauses addressing permits, equipment, 
locations, and food safety standards. 
The law can�t be implemented until 
executive regulations are in place. Sahar 
Nasr, minister of Investment and 
International Cooperation, said last 
November executive regulations would 
be �ready soon,� according to state-run 
Al Ahram newspaper.   

The law stipulates that a license would 
be valid for at least three years, subject to 
renewal, and cost as much as EGP 5,000 
per year depending on the type of the 
cart and the duration of the license. 
Applicants must be at least 18 years old 
and Egyptian, with no criminal record.  

However, 46-year-old Mohammed 
Hassan, owner of a fuul cart in 
Heliopolis, says the long-awaited law 
could hurt longtime vendors. �I have 
been working on this fuul cart for 25 
years, paying between EGP 500 and 
1,000 per year to keep operating,� says 
Hassan. �I can�t pay a huge amount all at 
once. I�m not a shop owner. I do not 
object to legalizing our situation at all, 
but I hope I won�t have to pay more than 
EGP 1,000 per year.� 

On the other hand, Abdo, a young man 
selling liver and sausage sandwiches in 
Dokki, looks forward to the implemen-
tation of the new law so he can finally 
work within a legal framework.  The cart 
belongs to his uncle and is Abdo�s only 
source of income. �If the law guarantees 
that I can stand respectfully in the street 
without having to pay fines, it is more 
than welcome,� he says. �I already pay 
that amount anyway to avoid having our 
cart confiscated.�  

Depending on the population density, 
specific locations will be allocated to 
licensed food carts by the ministries of 
Local Development, Housing, Utilities, 
and Urban Communities, according to 
Soad el Masry, deputy head of the Small 
and Medium Enterprises Committee in 
Parliament, as reported by Al Ahram. 

With carts gearing up to grab an 
increased market share of the food 
industry, concerns might arise about 
unfair competition given that the latter 
does not pay hefty rent or follow regula-
tions that apply to traditional restau-
rants. Similar shops in the vicinity near 
the two dedicated streets for carts pay 
rent of EGP 18,000 to 35,000 per 
month, according to a restaurant owner 
in Almaza. 

Employees of two restaurants in the 
area say they will view food carts as only 
a �potential threat� until they attain a sig-

nificant market share.  But they worry 
the new law would allow carts to operate 
in front of established restaurants and 
food shops. �Will the law guarantee that 
a coffee bike won�t stop in front of a cof-
fee house or a bakery truck in front of a 
bakery?� asks one businessman. 

Moreover, Romeo�s cart owner 
Hefny and Gamal of the Asian Grill 
bike are also apprehensive. They won-
der if yet-to-be-specified locations will 
limit their mobility in busy areas. �This 
law is our seed of hope for our busi-
nesses to operate and expand in the 
city,� says Hefny. �I hope it allows us to 
move our carts near concerts, football 
matches, and events. Only this would 
guarantee good profitability.�  

Furthermore, permits will be granted 
only to owners and can�t be delegated to 
third parties except with the official per-
mission. The law exempts licensed units 
from taxes on profits for three years from 
the date of the license.  

The licensing authority is required to 
allow 10 days for cart owners to fix viola-
tions. If they don�t, they will face a one-
month probation on cart operations. If 
another violation occurs within a year, 
the license and tax-exempt status would 
be revoked. Furthermore, the law stipu-
lates that if a violation threatens public 
health or national security, the Cairo gov-
ernor can confiscate the cart pending a 
decision by the Public Prosecutor�s 
Office.  

Other penalties would apply to anyone 
who works on an unlicensed food cart, 
including a month in prison and an EGP 
20,000 fine. 

With government efforts to support 
entrepreneurs�from financing 
opportunities to dedicated streets for 
vending�food-cart businesses con-
tinue to strive for more sales and 
expansion opportunities. �Working 
within a legal framework in Share3 
Masr gave more room for our business 
to grow by allowing us to offer more 
products, like pasta and pizza, and to 
have extra space to add equipment,� 
says Hefny. �We wouldn�t have been able 
to expand riding around on a bike.� n
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Egypt�s government is drafting a new law that separates gold mining from the oil and gas 
sector for the first time. Initial signs look promising.  

By Tamer Hafez

Egypt’s New 
Mining Game
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In 2010, Chairman of Zaher Mining Group 
Muhammad Zaher was clearing the final hurdles to 
explore two areas for gold in Egypt. The signed deal 
called for Z-Gold Resources, co-owned by Zaher and 

Canadian exploration company Nuinsco Resources Limited, 
to invest $13 million over six years, and pay the state $4.4 mil-
lion as a signing bonus.  

The agreement, however, stalled when Parliament was dis-
solved after the 2011 revolution before passing legislation 
authorizing the deal. By the time a new Parliament was 
formed, the global gold market was in recession, making 
revival of the agreements unfeasible. �Before signing, we 
spent $2 million in preliminary exploration of the conces-
sions� feasibility,� says Zaher.     

 The recession continued into 2017, prompting Z-Gold 
Resources to decide against bidding for several gold conces-
sions, which turned out to be the last auction to date. At the 
time, gold prices were under $1,350 an ounce compared to a 
cost between $1,400 and $1,500 per ounce necessary to devel-
op a mine with about 3 million ounces in reserves, according 
to Zaher. At 2017 prices, a profitable mine would have 
required reserves of about 14 million ounces, the size of 
Sukkari Mine in the Eastern Desert, Egypt�s only active oper-
ation, notes Zaher.  

Another deterrent for Zaher was Egypt�s legal environ-
ment. �It didn�t help that the government was �...� proposing 
unfavorable models in the eyes of the global mining market,� 
says Zaher. Meanwhile, mining company Resolute Egypt, 
won two plots in the 2017 bid, but is still waiting for its dealsl 
to be converted to a law, as per the standard process, accord-
ing to Ossama el Maghraby, the company�s director.   

In response to the situation, the government has been 
working with energy consultants Wood Mackenzie since last 
year on a law specifically for mining in line with international 
norms. �These are the hardest types of foreign direct invest-
ment,� says Zaher. �We definitely need a new law now.� 
Getting it right could boost not only mining investments, but 
the economy at large as for every mine worker, there are five 
businesses that offer him services, according to Mark 
Campbell, CEO of Aton Resources. �We can have up to 
1,000 people working in a single mine,� he says. �This type of 
investment should have a huge knock-on effect throughout 
the economy.� 

 
Lost Wealth 
The Eastern Desert is a region of high potential for mining. 
�We were attracted to Egypt due to the mineralization poten-
tial of the Arabian-Nubian Shield,� says Chief Geologist 

Henry Onslow of mining company Thani Stratex Resources. 
�These rocks have been known for their gold content since 
the pre-dynastic period, 3,100 years ago.�  

Yet after the 1952 revolution, �mining quickly deteriorated 
as oil and gas took off,� says Campbell, explaining that at the 
time, mining operations were overseen by foreign companies 
who left after the upheaval. �They just didn�t come back.�  

Companies continued to stay away as the 1956 mining law 
had problems that were not addressed by amendments in the 
1980s and 2014. �The decision to invest in a mining project is 
based on risk-return considerations, and attractive geology 
does not guarantee mining investment if a region�s policies are 
bad,� noted an International Finance Corporation paper 
titled Private Enterprise Partnership in the Middle East and 
North Africa.  

A case in point is the exploration in the Abu Merawat and 
Hamama concessions, which started in 1990 and have yet to 
be completed. �The fact that these projects are still not devel-
oped some 28 years later shows that the current mining code 
has failed to develop a major and sustainable mining indus-
try,� says Onslow.   

The majority of mining operations in Egypt aim to feed 
existing industrial investments. In its mining report pub-
lished October 2018, Fitch Ratings stated that iron extraction 
accounts for 77.8 percent of Egypt�s mining value, which 
reached $5.12 billion in 2017. The second most valuable locally 
mined ore is aluminum with 11.7 percent of the total value of 
extractions. This leaves precious metal excavations, which are 
almost all gold, accounting for 10.4 percent of mined deposits 
in 2017, with 0.1 percent miscellaneous excavations, according 
to the Fitch report. Zaher says there are only five or six inter-
national mining companies working on the ground in the 
Eastern Desert. �However, there are thousands of artisanal 
�informal and illegal� miners, mostly digging for gold.�  

According to the Central Bank of Egypt, there were no 
additional investments in extractions other than oil and gas in 
fiscal year �FY� 2017/2018. This compares to EGP 15 billion 
added in FY 2016/2017. Meanwhile, Fitch reports value of the 
country�s output of metals grew 0.7 percent from 2013 to 
2017. However, during 2017, the value of mining output 
jumped by 56.3 percent compared to 2016, thanks to a 46.7 
percent increase in volume. 

Mohamed Abdel Gawad, a mining professor at Cairo 
University, believes the state sees the lack of gold exploration 
and exploitation as Egypt�s biggest loss. �It is the sixth most 
valuable metal on earth, and the government believes Egypt 
has a lot of undiscovered reserves given the size of the 
Sukkari Mine,� he says. �It stands to reason that gold should 
take center stage in every conversation.�   
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Miners’ Heaven 
Those interviewed agree the biggest 
advantage Egypt has over other countries 
is the Arabian-Nubian Shield�s extensive 
roads and a transportation network that 
links Upper Egypt with the Red Sea coast. 
�No place is really remote in Egypt,� says 
el Maghraby, adding that his concession 
plot is surrounded by four roads connect-
ed to main highways that eventually reach 
Red Sea airports and seaports.  

Campbell agrees. The longest road he 
had to build was 32 kilometers long. �All I 
had to do was pave it,� he adds. This is in 
addition to an already existing railroad 
track from the phosphate mine in Abu 
Tartour to Safaga port that runs through 
Campbell�s concession plot. �It was built 
by the Russians and has almost zero gradi-
ent,� he says. This makes it ideal to safely 
move large rocks from the site to the port.  

Such connections help make smaller 
finds feasible to mine. �The Orca mine in 
Sudan stretches over a big area. It needs 

to be because they built all their infra-
structure to be able to operate it. It 
wouldn�t have been feasible if it wasn�t so 
big,� says Campbell.  

Additionally, Egypt has a geographic 
advantage given that its portion of the 
Arabian-Nubian Shield is sparsely populat-
ed. �I just take the car all the way to the 
rocks that we want to look at,� says Paul 
Jones, CEO and president of Nuinsco 
Resources Limited. �Egypt has some of 
the most efficient and effective explo-
ration opportunities we have ever seen.�  

The country, moreover, has a historic 
advantage given that its land was mined 
all the way back to Pharaonic times. 
According to Zaher, this makes it easier 
to identify possible deposit locations. 
�It�s like an arrow pointing to where gold 
was once found,� he says.    

 
Current Challenges 
The industry had been long facing signif-
icant challenges, a factor that the new 

draft law hopes to address. The main 
obstacle currently facing mineral explorers 
is the inclusion of mining in the oil and gas 
legal framework. �They may be extractive, 
but that is where their similarities end,� 
says Campbell. �It is like comparing 
British Airways with Uber just because 
they are transportation companies.�  

Mines can�t follow the same laws as oil 
and gas companies due to the compara-
tively long time it takes for them to 
become productive. Overall, mining 
exploration takes at least 12 months to 
locate a deposit and determine if it can 
be commercialized. The site then goes to 
a company that takes three to four years 
to construct a mine. It would then pass 
to an exploitation company that would 
likely take three to four more years to 
begin extraction. �This process can take 
up to 15 years,� says Campbell. 
Meanwhile, Zaher estimates a mine can 
be productive in at least eight or nine 
years. �That is in a perfect world,� he 
stresses. 
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This compares to the underwater 
supergiant gas field, Zohr, which took 
less than six years from exploration to 
maximum production capacity. Still, 
given its huge size and difficult terrain, 
six years is considered a long time by 
experts. Desert oil and gas concessions 
typically take significantly less time. 
Depending on the depth and type of 
drilling required, a standard oil well can 
start to produce in three months or less, 
according to Investopedia. 

Additionally, the process to develop a 
mine varies greatly. �Sometimes, progress 
can be quite quick, other times it can be 
protracted� says Jones of Nuinsco 
Resources Limited. �Setting a time limit 
for exploration, development, and so on 
means the mine won�t be developed organ-
ically. You have to shoehorn your program, 
which may not always work.� He contrasts 
Egypt to Canada, where land is given to an 
exploration company for up to 21 years 
with a minimum required spending. 

When the license expires, the company 
can apply to renew. �No one is pushing you 
to finish,� adds Jones.   

Another difference between mines 
and oil and gas fields is that the govern-
ment has conducted extensive geological 
surveys of hydrocarbon reservoirs, allow-
ing the Egyptian General Petroleum 
Corporation to auction off promising 
plots. In mining, however, geological sur-
veys are nearly nonexistent.  

Locating a mine site can be both 
lengthy and risky. �Out of every 100 
explorations, only one can become a 
commercial mine,� says Campbell. 
Accordingly, Jones stresses that private 
companies, not the government, should 
lead exploration.  

As a result, auctioning off predeter-
mined plots for mineral exploration com-
panies is infeasible. �If a mining company 
is given a predetermined plot, chances 
are sufficient deposits would be just out-
side the assigned plot,� says Jones. �You 

need to let companies survey the land 
and decide where they want to explore.� 

For Zaher, the main problem in the 
existing law is that each mining contract 
signed with the government must be con-
verted into a law, to safeguard themselves 
against future changes. �It may indeed 
protect us, but it takes two years to make 
this conversion,� says Zaher. During that 
time, markets can change dramatically. 
�The law may be necessary during the 
exploitation phase, which can take 
decades. Not exploration,� explains Zaher.  

Other challenges include licensing, as 
it places restrictions on what mining 
companies can exploit. Currently, gold 
exploration licenses are for gold and asso-
ciated minerals. Accordingly, the govern-
ment doesn�t allow a locally licensed 
exploration company to change its 
licensed activity based on the deposits it 
finds. �Exploration licenses should not be 
limited to some minerals,� says 
Campbell. �The flexibility to explore 
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whatever feasible deposits we find would 
remove a huge risk factor.�  

Some stakeholders raise concern 
regarding the current requirement of a 
fifty-fifty joint venture with the state. 
�When I was working for Centamin 
�operators of the Sukkari Mine�, the pres-
ence of the government as a partner has 
delayed critical decisions,� recalls el 
Maghraby. �This has been mainly due to 
the government�s lack of experience run-
ning a mine using the latest techniques 
and technologies.�  

Thani Stratex Resources� Onslow says 
the joint-venture is like having a 50 per-
cent tax rate. �It is by far one of the high-
est in the world on top of royalties,� he 
says. �Exploration and mining companies 
would rather explore in countries with 
more appealing terms, even though the 
mineral potential and certainly infra-
structure may not be as good.� 

 
Making Progress 
With the numerous complaints of mining 
companies, the government started taking 

committed steps last year. �We are now 
seeing strong political will from the gov-
ernment to change things,� says el 
Maghraby. 

Acacia Consultants is working with the 
local mining industry to convey their views 
to the government and Wood Mckenzie. 
�The amendments proposed to the min-
ing law could potentially be transforma-
tional,� says Cherif Barakat, Acacia manag-
ing director. �These reforms will �positive-
ly impact� virtually all critical decisions 
made by exploration firms on a daily basis, 
in how they approach both geological 
questions �...� and future commercial deci-
sions.�  This should encourage early-stage 
investors, he adds. 

 The critical change is that the new 
mining law is no longer related to oil and 
gas laws. �This is the main problem the 
new mining law resolves,� says Onslow.  

In the draft law, joint ventures with the 
state are no longer obligatory. This means 
mining firms for the first time can use a 
common rent-royalty-tax model. Jones 
stresses that as an international company, 

it would be much easier to come to Egypt 
if the legal framework were aligned with 
industry standards.  �I remember it took 
us some time to get our heads around 
how we were going to work in Egypt,� 
says Jones, who came in 2009.  

Another major improvement is the 
government would no longer auction spe-
cific plots for mining companies unless 
exploratory work has been done by the 
state proving the presence of deposits, 
along with other metrics, notes el 
Maghraby. �These auctions would differ 
from the national auction law, which is 
very positive,� he says.  

El Maghraby stresses that exploration 
companies would no longer need to have 
contracts converted into laws to begin 
operations. �The draft I saw says the con-
version would only be for exploitation 
activities,� he says. �This would greatly 
expedite our investments and opera-
tions.� Jones, meanwhile, emphasizes the 
importance of having a straightforward 
mine-leasing contract that is legally bind-
ing for companies involved in each phase 
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from exploration to exploitation. This is 
unlike oil and gas where, for example, 
ENI is responsible for all phases of the 
Zohr field.     

Another positive is executive regula-
tions could tackle problems the law 
doesn�t directly address, according to el 
Maghraby, including what happens to 
existing exploitation companies, such as 
Centamin, with joint-venture agreements. 
�What is clear is that everyone will move 
to the new law. What happens afterwards 
�...� is still unknown,� he says. On the other 
hand, Zaher believes it is unlikely the new 
law will affect existing agreements.      

 
Golden Triangle  
The draft law puts the 2016-announced 
Golden Triangle mega national project at 
risk if it abandons predetermined plot 
auctions in favor of allowing companies 
to mine in any location. The project aims 
to make the region between Qena gover-
norate and the port cities of Safaga and 
Qusayr, Egypt�s mining hub. The project 
includes mining, residential, commercial, 

and export logistics investments. 
According to a paper by N-Gage consult-
ing house, �65 percent of the project will 
be composed of modern industrial hubs, 
while 35 percent will be residential, com-
mercial, and touristic.� The government 
sees the main extracts from this project 
as phosphate, glass sand, limestone, and 
gold, creating 480,000 direct and indi-
rect jobs with 240,000 to 280,000 peo-
ple living in new residential areas inside 
the triangle.  

Local exploration companies, however, 
would not be sad to see the Golden 
Triangle project fade away. El Maghraby 
explains that, given the lack of data, 
exploration companies should be the 
ones that determine the suitability of a 
location. Jones agrees, �You can�t sit 
behind a desk and say there is going to be 
commercially feasible deposits in a cer-
tain plot.� 

However, el Maghraby says the project 
can still attract major mining invest-
ments, if significant mineral deposits 
were discovered. 

Higher Costs 
If the draft law passes as is, exploration com-
panies will face new rent costs on the plots 
they are currently working on. This will 
cause their business model to change from 
production sharing with the state, where no 
rent was charged, to a rent, royalty, and tax 
model. However, local exploration compa-
nies are not too concerned, given this is how 
they work around the world. 

El Maghraby agrees, stressing that the 
benefits of working in alignment with 
international practices would easily offset 
the newly instated rent. �However, the key 
will be for the rest of the regulations to be 
more-or-less aligned with international 
practices,� he says. This will invariably 
make it easy for exploration companies to 
partner with, or sell their license to, inter-
national developers to build the mine, who 
would later move the site to exploiters to 
excavate the minerals.  

Furthermore, royalty fees are expected 
to increase, which would range from 5 
percent to 20 percent of output. That is 
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in addition to a new development fee 
starting at 1 percent of output. �This roy-
alty fee is fairly significant off the top,� 
says Jones of Nuinsco Resources Limited, 
adding that Canada takes 2 percent.   

 
Missing from the Draft 
It is unclear how the draft law would deal 
with illegal mining. �Artisanal mining is a 
fact of life anywhere in the world,� says el 
Maghraby. �However, it is really apparent 
when GDP per capita is under $12,000 a 
year in a country that has unexploited 
gold reserves.� For Campbell, it has not 
been a significant problem, saying arti-
sanal miners use basic tools to find easily 
accessible minerals. �They don�t get a lot 
out of it, and they don�t do much damage 
to the site where they are excavating,� he 
says. �Of course, when they show up with 
bulldozers, this is where we draw the line. 
Yet, even then, it is a small problem that 
is easily resolved.�  

The other aspect the draft hasn�t 
addressed is how the government will vet 

new entrants to the industry. Veritas 
Mining and Ghassan Spain Investment�
two new companies�drew attention to 
the problem during the 2017 bid rounds. 
�I didn�t know them at all,� says el 
Maghraby. Campbell, on the other hand, 
doesn�t believe they are real companies. 
�As I understand it, they are just expat 
Egyptians who are trying to get land and 
have no technical or business expertise at 
all in mineral exploration,� he says. 
Moreover, �former EMRA Chairman 
Omar Toema got some guys to quickly 
set up companies and bid, to look like 
there was lots of interest.�  

�Everyone knew it was fake and this is 
another reason Egypt has a bad reputation 
in the mineral exploration and mining indus-
try,� says Campbell. �That is why transparen-
cy and clear cut terms and conditions are so 
important.� 

 
After the Law 
Mining companies are generally opti-
mistic at the new law passing. According 

to el Maghraby, based on the draft he has 
seen, within five years exploration invest-
ment will be all over the country. However, 
it will take five more years before new 
mines start producing. �This is long-term 
foreign direct investment that will run for 
the lifetime of the mine,� he says, adding 
he expects to see five gold mines similar to 
Sukkari along with 100 medium to small 
mines. This would be enough to provide 
livelihoods for 1.5 million people, both 
directly and indirectly, el Maghraby says.   

El Maghraby believes an influx of 
exploration investments would improve 
economies of scale, with local miners 
forming purchasing unions to cut operat-
ing costs. Campbell agrees, new explo-
ration investments might open up min-
ing in Sinai, long known for copper.   

Expansion of exploration investments 
could have far-reaching effects on Egypt�s 
economy, whether or not they build 
mines. �As soon as an exploration compa-
ny comes, it spends �...� foreign currency, 
and that is what is important,� says 
Campbell.  
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Furthermore, increased exploration 
activities can reduce dependency on 
imported ore. It can encourage new 
types of industries to come to Egypt. 
�For example, Egypt doesn�t have zinc. 
Thus, industries that use it have to 
import,� says Zaher, who believes that if 
Egypt had a zinc mine, more local com-
panies would use its ore.  

 
Labor Situation 
Still, local players are concerned about the 
qualifications of government administra-
tors, especially those working in EMRA. 
�We need to invest in building human 
capacity to make them understand how 
the business works,� says Zaher.    

Another challenge is finding qualified 
domestic employees at a time when most 
college graduates have degrees in oil and 
gas exploration and exploitation. 
�Training those graduates will be benefi-
cial to us in the long run,� says Campbell. 
�In 20 years, if 95 percent of the profes-
sional workforce is locally sourced, this 
would be better than relying on expats.� 

Onslow agrees, saying universities 
need to start updating curriculums and 
introduce mining specialization. �It 
would be great to see some of the top 
Egyptian universities, such as the 
American University in Cairo, add geolo-
gy to their raft of degrees,� he says.      

 
Not a Moment to Spare 
Now is the right time for Egypt to start 
these reforms given that gold mining 
companies globally are witnessing the 
hallmarks of a boom in demand fueled by 
currency uncertainty surrounding the 
U.K.�s upcoming exit from the E.U. and 
U.S.-China trade tensions. �Central 
banks bought more bullion last year than 
at any time since 1971, when the U.S. 
ended the gold standard,� Bloomberg 
reported in January.  

Countries added 651.5 tons to their 
gold reserves in 2018, a 74 percent 
increase from the previous year, accord-
ing to the World Gold Council, as report-
ed by Bloomberg.  

This has caused gold prices to rise 

from about $1,125 an ounce in September 
2018 to $1,328 at press time. 
Commodities portal Long Forecast pre-
dicts gold prices will consistently cross 
the $1,500 an ounce threshold by 
September 2021.     

Looking ahead, there are concerns that 
the future of mining in Egypt will be 
hampered by administrative hurdles. 
�The worst thing that can happen here is 
that the new mining law is a half-mea-
sure,� says Onslow. �There is plenty of 
excitement about the potential changes 
in Egypt, and a half-baked reform keep-
ing many of the old ways would be disas-
trous for the mining industry.� That may 
put Egypt �further behind its peers who 
share the same Arabian-Nubian Shield 
geology,� says Onslow.  

 �One can imagine that when Egypt 
adopts a sound mining policy, combined 
with all the juicy ingredients for success it 
already has, there will be nothing holding 
Egypt back from being among the 
world�s hottest exploration jurisdictions,� 
says Barakat, of Acacia Consultants. n 
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It takes Nada Gamal, 20, an hour each day to reach 
her job at E-SICO mobile factory from her home in 
Mousha, a small town not far from Assiut. For 
Gamal, the relatively long commute is a minor price 
to pay. �There are very few factories in all of Upper 
Egypt, that no one believes me when I say I work in 
a mobile factory,� she says. �Even I questioned if 
there really was a factory in Assiut when my friends 
told me about it.� 

 Egypt�s first mobile factory and the SICO brand it 
produces are owned by SICO Electronics �E-SICO�, 
80 percent of which is held by SICO Technologies 
and the remaining 20 percent by state-owned Silicon 
Waha. 

 Gamal, who is a graduate of an electronics techni-
cal school, is one of 240 young women employed by 
E-SICO. Company Chairman Mohamed Salem 
attributes the heavy reliance on women to the nature 
of mobile manufacturing. �Constructing a mobile is 
very delicate work, it requires small hands,� he 
explains. �Throughout Asia, most mobile factories 
employ only women in production mainly for this 
reason.� 

 While SICO mobiles have been manufactured 
locally for just over a year, SICO has been producing 
devices in China since 2014, according to Safwat 
Haroun, vice president of the E-SICO factory. 
SICO�s mobiles have been distributed in Egypt and 
the Gulf, however, �on a smaller scale as the brand 
only received nationwide recognition when it moved 
its operations to Egypt,� he notes. 

 Today, a large chunk of sales are in the gover-
norates of Assiut, Sohag, Red Sea, Kafr el Sheikh, 
and Sharqia. The company also distributes in Cairo 
and Alexandria, says Salem adding that E-SICO 
exports about 10 percent of its production to Oman, 
Kuwait, and the U.A.E, with plans to begin exporting 
to Nigeria and Morocco. 

  

InFocus

The only one of its kind in Egypt, E-
SICO mobile phone factory relies 
mainly on Upper Egyptian women to 
run its production line. Did it success-
fully outmaneuver cultural limitations 
or prove their nonexistence? 
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Salem attributes the decision to 
move operations to Egypt to several 
factors, chief among them is cost. 
�Labor, transportation, electricity, 
general business needs, even acquiring 
a consultant, these are all cheaper in 
Egypt and at the same quality level,� 
he says. However, he notes, other fac-
tors such as supply chain and the gen-
eral ecosystem that the Chinese mar-
ket enjoys a better standing in. 

Furthermore, all of Egypt�s six tech-
nology parks have investment incen-
tives. However, the new investment 
law allows the two parks in Upper 
Egypt�Beni Suef and Assiut�to offer 
a tax deduction equal to 50 percent of 
the value of invested capital, com-
pared to 30 percent for the others. 

Besides these incentives, says Salem, 
a huge factor in choosing Assiut�s 
technology park was the presence of a 
committed workforce. �Due to the 
calm nature and limited outing 
options of Upper Egypt,� he explains, 
�employees here tend to have higher 
discipline in comparison to Cairo, for 
example.� 

Expanding on the factory�s success, 
Hossam Osman, adviser for innova-
tion and training at the Ministry of 
Communications and Information 
Technology, says the government is 
currently in contact with five global 
technology players�not all of which 
are present the Egyptian market�
about expanding technology-related 
hardware manufacturing in Upper 
Egypt. 

�One of the projects we are keen on 
implementing is manufacturing 
tablets in Upper Egypt,� says Osman. 
He notes the Ministry of Education�s 
recent decision to shift toward a digi-
tal platform. �We imported the first 
batch, however, we plan to locally 
manufacture the needed 1 million 
tablets per year,� he adds. �Of course, 
by technology manufacturing, we 
don�t mean only products such as 
tablets. We can easily manufacture 
mobile batteries, chargers, and ear-
phones. All of these create added 
value to the local economy.�  

Labor and 
Opportunities 
A key issue mentioned by all those inter-
viewed is the lack of job opportunities in 
Assiut.  Factory manager Haroun recalls 
he was shocked when he learned about 
working conditions in the governorate. 
�Some factories work employees for 12-
hour shifts, six days a week, and give 
them a salary of only EGP 900,� he says. 
�They know there aren�t enough work 
opportunities and they are abusing the 
situation.� 

Om Tarek, a widowed mother of 
two, worked 10 years at her previous 
job and her monthly salary never 
exceeded EGP 400. �I was so happy 
to get a job here; I didn�t expect to 
find a decent job with proper compen-
sation,� she says. According to 
Haroun, E-SICO�s salary scale starts 
at EGP 2,000. 

Shaimaa Moustafa, a married moth-
er of three, shares a similar story.  �I 
tried several times to find work over 
the past six years, but failed miser-
ably,� she says. �My husband also faced 
a lot of difficulty finding work, which 
is another reason I jumped at the 
opportunity to join here.� 

 The lack of opportunities goes 
beyond manual labor. Nourhan 
Mahran, a 22-year-old mass communi-
cations graduate, dreamed of working 
as a journalist. �Unfortunately, the 
industry barely exists in Assiut,� she 
explains. �I freelance occasionally in 
local newspapers, but I needed to find 
a job that would help me support 
myself.� 

Difficulty was experienced on the 
hiring end as well. Haroun recalls the 
challenges of reaching potential 
employees during the hiring phase. 
�We advertised in newspapers and 
posted billboards in the city, but no 

one came,� he says. The factory need-
ed graduates from technical schools. 
�We called the head of Assiut�s techni-
cal school for young women, who 
posted an announcement on the 
school�s Facebook page,� Haroun con-
tinues. �It then took us three days to 
hire all the needed 240 employees, and 
we currently have more than 400 on 
waiting lists.� 

Haroun explains he doesn�t rely only 
on an applicant�s education or experi-
ence; in fact, he prefers recent gradu-
ates. �Everyone is trained from 
scratch,� he stresses. �Some tasks 
require a couple of days and other 
complicated ones require six weeks.� 

Cultural Perception 
Lack of job opportunities and invest-
ment in Upper Egypt, according to those 
interviewed, is caused by a widespread 
negative perception of the capabilities of 
Upper Egyptians. Hana Hassan, 19, assis-
tant quality manager and one of the first 
employees hired, believes southerners 
are viewed as workers with limited ability 
and growth potential. �We proved that is 
a misconception. Our skills have grown 
beyond the limits of our standard tasks,� 
she says. �Managers here have faith in us. 
They taught us to rely on ourselves 
when we face problems, and we quickly 
learned how to approach different 
issues.� 

Mahran, the mass communications 
graduate, thinks such misconceptions 

"The cultural perception has put Upper Egyptian 
women in a sealed bottle. Everyone thinks we are only 
good for a few tasks and have limited aspirations. We 

are so much more and this project is proof.”

“Labor, transportation, 
electricity, general business 
needs, even acquiring a con-

sultant, these are all 
cheaper in Egypt and at the 

same quality level.”
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about Upper Egyptians mainly revolve 
around women. �The cultural percep-
tion has put Upper Egyptian women in 
a sealed bottle. There aren�t any jobs 
available and all NGO efforts targeting 
us revolve around knitting, textiles, and 
raising livestock,� she says. �Everyone 
thinks we are only good for a few tasks 
and have limited aspirations. We are so 
much more than that and this project is 
proof.� 

She goes on to highlight a different 
type of limitation affecting southern 
women. �We don�t have the needed 
freedom to build our careers,� she says. 
�I had the opportunity to work at a 
Cairo radio station, but my father 
refused. �It isn�t our culture,� he said.� 

Economic realities, however, have 
significantly limited the impact of tra-
ditional thinking, Mahran explains. 
�Many girls here in the factory are 
working to help their single mothers, 
support their households, assist their 
elderly fathers in meeting their needs, 
or buy all the essentials needed for 
when they get married.� 

Mother of three, Moustafa has a sim-

ilar opinion. �Lack of work opportuni-
ties has narrowed the gap between men 
and women,� she says. �Whoever finds 
work supports the family. If a man can�t 
find a job and his wife does, she goes to 
work and he stays at home.� 

Om Tarek agrees, �It is no longer the 
norm nor is it feasible for women in 
Assiut to stay at home, and those who 
do tend to help out through small home 
businesses, such as selling cooked food 
or knitted garments.� 

Despite the common opinion of 
Upper Egyptian culture, all women 
interviewed say their families support 
and understand their long work days. 
Moustafa�s husband picks up the kids 
from school, and her mother feeds and 
cares for them until she gets home 
about 7 p.m. Hassan�s parents encour-
age her to achieve further promotions, 
regardless of her grandparents� refusal; 
while Gamal�s parents often brag about 
their daughter�s speedy promotion. 

In terms of turnover, Salem and 

Haroun stress that the local culture 
has little impact on their ability to 
hire and retain workers. 

Haroun believes E-SICO�s factory 
proves more investments should be in 
the south, due to both favorable con-
ditions and the significant potential of 
the locals. �During our planning 
phase, we would inspect production 
lines in China and wonder if we would 
ever reach their speed, especially in 
welding delicate parts,� he recalls. �To 
our surprise, as we trained our girls 
they got faster than what we saw in 
China.� Globally, the average welding 
speed for LCDs �screens� and PCPs 
�programmed chips� is nine seconds, 
he notes. �We do it in eight seconds at 
exactly the same quality.� 

 �All these women never worked on 
mobiles before they joined the factory, 
they never held equipment similar to what 
they effortlessly work with today. Look at 
them. Egyptian labor is excellent,� he says. 
�We just lack opportunities.� n 
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�Women are the largest untapped 
reservoir of talent in the world,� 
says Hillary Clinton and Egypt is 
no exception to that. As part of 

the current reform progress, the coun-
try is working on further integrating and 
empowering women to actively partici-
pate in the economy. 
 Throughout history, Egypt�s legislation 
has actively taken steps to ensure 
women�s rights both from a social per-
spective and from a business standpoint. 
Under the Egyptian law, women have 
several rights that are designed to pro-
tect them in the workplace. Below are 
some of the rights granted for working 
women in the private sectors: 
Hiring and Compensation 
A hiring company, as per the law, should 
differentiate neither in opportunity nor 
in compensation between male and 
female candidates applying for a job, 
unless there are safety concerns. 
Working Hours 
On account of security and safety, a 
company does not have the right to 
demand work from female employees 
between 7:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. with-
out prior approval from the concerned 
ministry. 
Safety Measures 
Egyptian laws protect women from 
working in difficult, hazardous, or harm-
ful conditions, whether physically or 
ethically. 
Maternity Leave 
Two different laws cover matters of 
maternity leave. According to labor laws, 
working women have the right to take a 
fully-paid maternity leave, for a duration 
of 90 days. This is predicated upon serv-
ing at her current job for a minimum of 
10 months. The leave can be taken�or 
divided�before or after giving birth. 
The current law grants women this right 

twice throughout their careers; however, 
new labor laws are expected to allow 
women to enjoy up to three maternity 
leaves. 
 Furthermore, a company can�t request 
from a new mother to work before a 
minimum of 45 days have passed after 
giving birth. In addition, the law pro-
hibits firing or termination of an 
employee during their maternity leave. 

 Baby Feeding 
According to labor laws, during the first 
24 months following birth, working 
women have the right to be excused 
from work one hour daily for breast-
feeding, without any deductions from 
their salary. 
 Overtime during Pregnancy 
An employer can�t demand from a preg-
nant employee to work longer than the 
official hours set in the contract. 
 Childcare 
Working women have the right to 
take two years of unpaid leave for 

child-rearing. This is predicated upon 
the company having more than 50 
female workers. Similar to maternity 
leave, the current law grants women 
this right twice during their career.  
Regulation Board 
If an organization has more than five 
female employees, it is mandated by law 
to hang a copy of the working regula-
tions impacting women. 
 Nursery 
Employers with more than 50 women 
on their workforce are required to 
secure a nursery at the workplace 
premises. 
 Leave Benefits 
Other than privileges than those direct-
ed solely to women, the law grants both 
men and women several other benefits. 
One example is religious pilgrimage, 
employees can request a fully-paid one 
month leave for Hajj pilgrimage or to go 
to Jerusalem for religious duties. This 
benefit is granted once throughout an 
employee�s career, and only to employ-
ees who have been at their current com-
pany for five years. 
  
New Law on the Horizon 
Parliament is currently discussing a 
new labor law that could grant 
women more comprehensive employ-
ment rights. Key amendments will: 
Allow women to take three maternity 
leaves instead of two; prohibit 
employers from requesting overtime 
not only during pregnancy but up to 
six months after childbirth; give 
women the right to take 4 consecu-
tive�or non-consecutive�years as 
unpaid leave for childrearing, howev-
er, the latter will be granted only to 
women who have been working for 
10 months at a company that includes 
a minimum of 50 employees. 
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Nour Gaber, 53, has worked 
as a taxi driver for nine 
years, a rarity in Egypt. �At 
first, my family and com-

munity didn�t really accept the idea,� she 
says. �However, they understood that as a 
single mother of three, I needed to sup-
port my family.� 

Despite social mores, the emergence of 
ride-hailing apps in Egypt has provided 
new opportunities to women. Hazem 
Ghorab, Careem�s public relations manag-
er, estimates the company has 250 female 
drivers, about 0.1 percent of the previously 
published fleet size of 200,000. While at 
Uber, MENA Head of Central Operations 
Ahmed Khalil says 1,000 of the company�s 
database of 150,000 drivers 
are women. 

 

A report published last March by the 
International Finance Corporation 
�IFC�, titled �Driving Toward Equality: 
Women, Ride-Hailing, and the Sharing 
Economy,� looked into the barriers and 
opportunities for women in emerging 
markets. Women surveyed from Egypt 
were Uber drivers in Cairo and 
Alexandria. 

According to the study, about 25 per-
cent of all cancellations in Egypt can be 
attributed to the drivers� gender, the 
highest rate of the six countries surveyed, 
which also include Indonesia, Mexico, 
Saudi Arabia, India, and South Africa. 

Furthermore, more than half of male 
Uber drivers surveyed in Egypt said they 

would be unhappy if a woman in their 
family wanted to 

d r i v e 

for the company. One woman told the 
IFC that Egyptians don�t �get the cul-
ture� of women driving for a living. The 
survey suggests women in Egypt face the 
biggest social and cultural challenges of 
the countries surveyed. 

Nonetheless, female taxi driver Gaber 
believes the stigma against women drivers 
is overblown. Fady Ismaeel, a 37-year-old 
manager, agrees, �I rode many times with 
women drivers, and they were all confi-
dent and patient with their passengers.� 

Tarek Hamza, 28, a business develop-
er, recalls how astonished he was the 
first time he rode with a woman driver. 
�I was impressed with how she man-
aged to transport me to a fairly hard-to-
reach location,� he recalls. �She was very 
determined.� 

 
Drivers’ Motivation 

Those interviewed cited many 
reasons for joining the ride-

hailing service. 

InFocus
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Eman Adel, 47, joined Uber after she lost 
her job in the tourism sector. �It is a suit-
able solution, compared to becoming job-
less,� she says. According to the IFC 
report, 25 percent of those surveyed had 
been unemployed at the time they decid-
ed to join the ride-hailing service. 

Asmaa Maher, 44, a former general 
manager in the real estate sector, signed 
up with Uber to help meet expenses until 
she finds a new job in her field. 

Others said the flexibility of the job 
allows them to earn an income while jug-
gling family responsibilities. The report 
found 91 percent of those surveyed were 
primary caregivers.  

It further notes that 29 percent of sur-
veyed drivers cited their ability to buy 
goods they otherwise wouldn�t be able to 
afford, while 66 percent said the extra 
income helped them cover the cost of 
food, rent, and other basic needs. 

In addition, a third of women drivers 
used their income from driving part-time 
to support home businesses. 

 
Safety Concerns 
Cultural beliefs about the safety of 
women in all six countries surveyed are 
considered to be a key barrier facing 
women in the ride-hailing industry, with 
64 percent of all those interviewed see 
safety as the main reason why more 
women aren�t joining the ride-hailing ser-
vice; However, only 29 percent of those 
surveyed in Egypt share this notion. 

Furthermore, the IFC report estimates 
51 percent of female drivers in Egypt 
chose ride-hailing because they regard it 
as relatively safe, compared to 33 percent 

globally. Careem�s Ghorab says these apps 
allow drivers to choose riders based on gen-
der, neighborhood, and customer rating. 

�Women tend to drive more selec-
tively than men; on average, they drive 
fewer hours than men and are less like-
ly to drive at night or sign in daily to 
the app,� noted the report. �By reduc-
ing their hours and not driving at times 
of peak demand, women could be lim-
iting their earnings or ability to earn 
volume-based incentives. Still, women 
surveyed are just as likely as their male 
peers to turn a robust profit.� 

Published figures, however, show that 
Egypt has the narrowest gap between 
men�s night working hours and women�s, 
standing at 36 percent and 29 percent, 
respectively. 

An April press release by Careem stat-
ed that the company prioritized calls 
from their female drivers as assurance of 
extra security. 

Countering this point, Careen driver 
Eman el Rawy, 43, believes destinations 
can be a safety issue. �I think it would be 
helpful to add more tools to the app that 
allow women drivers to limit their pool of 
destinations to certain areas,� she says. 

For example, el Rawy recalls when she 
was asked by a female rider to go to a rural 
area. �I asked her to request another dri-
ver, as I didn�t feel the destination was 
safe,� she explains. �The idea of being safe 
is not related to a man or a woman, but 
rather to the company adding enough 
tools to ensure our safety.� 

Uber�s Khalil says, �We have worked 
on incorporating a number of features 
that safeguard the experiences of women 
drivers, including one that allows the    

driver to share their trips with friends and 
family, so someone they trust will always 
know where they are.� 

For Amal Tawfeeq, a 50-year-old 
Uber driver, the drive to other cities is 
an intriguing part of the job. She has 
driven to Sharqia, Ain Sokhna, and 
Benha. �I can make two cancellations 
per day if I don�t want to go to the 
requested destination,� she explains. 

 
Building on Limitations 
According to the IFC report, 40 percent 
of Egypt�s ride-hailing customers are 
women, and with the report rating secu-
rity as a primary concern for riders, the 
need for more women drivers is more 
pressing. �Most men prefer women in 
their families to commute with other 
women,� says Abdallah Hussein, co-
founder of Fyonka, a female-only ride-
hailing app. �It gives a feeling of safety.� 

Fyonka has 180 drivers in its database, 
with only 50 regularly on duty. According 
to Hussein, while more are needed to 
meet demand, he says, the situation high-
lights a major challenge: getting female 
drivers to commit to more shifts. 

The IFC report links the number of 
women drivers to the potential growth of 
female riders: �17 percent of women rid-
ers surveyed identify the lack of women 
drivers as a reason not to use the Uber 
app more often and 40 percent would 
prefer a woman driver when traveling 
alone or at night.� 

Uber driver el Rawy says women who 
ride with her are often pleasantly sur-
prised, with many riding in the front seat 
as a sign of encouragement. n 
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Compared to a year ago, EGX 30 is flat, while EGX 70 is 
down 16 percent. Such a performance came in after 
EGX 30 had jumped 11.4 percent to 14,984.5 during the 

period from January 15 to February 15. Meanwhile, EGX 70 
added 5.5 percent to 712.4. During the period, advances beat 
declines at a ratio of 7 to 2. For example, the Suez Canal for 
Technology Settling �SCTS� and the Egyptian International 
Tourism Projects �EITP� saw their shares advance 97 percent 
and 89 percent to EGP 19.95 and EGP 8.27, respectively. The 
former, which owns the October 6 University, has finally seen 
an end to a dispute over the ownership of the university. On the 
other hand, the latter is still the subject of a dispute between 
minorities and the new company owners after the acquisition of 
Kuwait-based Americana by Adeptio. Minorities are demand-
ing that their shares are bought up by the new owners. 

Global Telecom Holding �GTHE� which made the headlines 
once again with yet another tender offer re-submitted by 
VEON, GTHE�s parent company for EGP 5.30 a share, only a 
16-percent premium to market price at the time of the 
announcement. GTHE jumped 42.7 percent during the period 
to close at EGP 4.78. Speaking of single-digit stock prices, Dice 
Sport & Casual Wear �DSCW�, which had undertaken a 10-for-

1 stock split, has seen its stock slump to as low as EGP 2.17 on 
January 15 before recovering to a high of EGP 3.35 on February 
5. The stock ended the period up 26.2 percent at EGP 2.79, 
coinciding with a surge in its trading liquidity and cheap valua-
tion of 5-time earnings. 

After the deal between Sodic �OCDI� �up 9.2 percent� and 
Madinet Nasr Housing & Development �MNHD� �up 5.6 per-
cent� fell through, both stocks recovered a bit. Meanwhile, pri-
vate-equity firm B Investments Holding �BINV�, which con-
trols MNHD, saw its stock jump 23.5 percent to EGP 9.25 fol-
lowing the news. Another private-equity firm, Orascom 
Investment Holding �OIH� saw its stock advance 15.7 percent 
to EGP 0.67 after news that a second summit between US 
President Trump and the North Korean leader will soon be 
held. OIH owns a 75-percent stake in Koryolink, the country�s 
first mobile operator. 

As for the macro picture, the CBE resumed its easing cycle, 
having cut rates by 100 basis points on February 14. Although 
positive in general, the net impact on the stock market is yet to 
be seen in the following weeks. Investors wonder if the rate cut 
will drive the market higher like it did exactly a year ago. In 
other words, will history repeat itself? 
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Global Telecom Holding �GTHE� saw its stock advance 
42.7 percent in the period from EGP3.35 to EGP4.78 as 
news emerged of a potential mandatory tender offer by 
VEON Ltd., GTHE�s major shareholder. Although ana-
lysts saw value in the stock, it did not appreciate until 
VEON submitted a tender offer for 100 percent of 
GTHE at EGP 5.30 a share. The Financial Regulatory 
Authority �FRA�, until the time of writing, had not 
approved the tender offer, which explains the 10-percent 
discount off the tender offer price. The stock traded 
500.8 million shares worth EGP 2.08 billion.
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At a Glance

Egypt’s Gender Development Index (GDI)

Women Economic and Financial Inclusion in Egypt

By 2030, 35% of Parliment seats will be held by women, and 
30% of ministerial positions will be filled by women. 

Egypt had targeted to have 18% percent of its women with 
bank accounts by 2030. An early achievement of 27% was 
reached by end of 2018, thanks to the country�s financial 
inclusion program.

The GDI measures gender gaps in human development achieve-
ments by accounting for disparities between women and men in 
three basic dimensions of human development�health, knowledge 
and living standards using the same component indicators as in the 
HDI. It shows female HDI as a % of male HDI �higher = better�.
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Source: Egypt's 2018 Voluntary National Review  
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44% Percent of microcredit facilities
provided to women

21% Percent of debit card ownership 
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16%
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At a Glance

Women in the Labor Force

Women and Entrepreneurship

Gender Wage Differentials

Women Employmrnt  
by Sector

Moreover,  14% of Egyptian families depend on female 
breadwinners. 

Women in Business

Female to Male TEA* Ratio in 2017 
Compared to a regional average of 59% 

and a global average of 70% 

Female to Male Opportunitiy-Driven TEA*  
Ratio in 2017 Compared to a regional 
average of 92% and a global average of 104%

Female Weekly  Wages �% of Male Weekly Wages� 

19.7%

Percentage of females in
Egypt’s total labor force
in Q3 2018 (5.8 mn)

compared to males
(23.4 mn)

22.8%

Female unemployment
rate in Q3 2018

compared to 6.8% 
for males (overall:

10%)

Education,
26.6%

Agriculture,
18.4%

Wholesale & Retail 
Trade, 13.2%

Health & Social
Work, 11.2%

Public 
Administration, 8.5%

Manufacturing 
Industries, 7.1%

Others,
15.0%

40% 69%

*Percentage of female 18-64 population who are either a nascent entrepreneur or owner-manager of a 'new business', divided by the equivalent percentage for their male counterparts. 
*Percentage of those females involved in Total early-stage Entrepreneurial Activity who (i) claim to be driven by opportunity as opposed to finding no other option for work; and (ii) who indicate 
the main driver for being involved in this opportunity is being independent or increasing their income.

TEA Definition: Total early-stage Entrepreneurial Activity  
Source: Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (2017/18) 

Source: CAPMASSource: CAPMAS

Source: CAPMAS 2018 Source: CAPMAS (Data as of Q3 2018)

*Latest available data 
Source: CAPMAS & Dcode EFC Calculations

• Manufacturing �74%�  
• Social Services �79%� 
• Tourism �87%�  
• Agriculture �89%� 
• Wholesale & Retail �89%�  
• Extractive Industries �95%� 
• Financial Intermediation �98%�  
• Real Estate �99%�

• Telecommunications �135%� 
•  Transportation �120%� 

• Electricity �120%� 
•  Construction  

& Building �103%�
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When Amina Yehia, 59, got married, her mother 
made sure her new place was furnished with hand-
woven silk rugs. �It is a status symbol that con-

firmed one�s social and economic standing.� 
Silk�s status has eroded over the past two decades, a matter 

that has pushed the government to exempt last year silkworm 
eggs from import duties. However, stakeholders believe that is 
not enough. Mahmoud Abdel Moneim, a third-generation 
weaver of silk carpets in Mahalla el Kobra, says the government 
needs to encourage investment in the local production of silk 

Investor Focus

A precious ancient trade is in need of revival. Despite recent government overtures 
stakeholders believe the crucial issues are yet to be addressed. 

By Adam Skaria 

Searching 
for Sericulture Success
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and help villages plant mulberry trees and 
breed silkworms.  

Abdel Moneim and other weavers lament 
the state of the silk business in Mahalla el 
Kobra, a village that has been the hub of ser-
iculture in Egypt. He blames lack of govern-
ment oversight and other challenges, partic-
ularly the absence of local silk production. 
�The silk we use is almost 100 percent 
imported,� he says. �We used to have more 
locally produced silk in the 1990s.�  

Factory owner Mahmoud el Shahawy is 
secretary-general of the carpet manufactur-
ers� union, and a member of the families 
union for carpet manufacturers of Gharbia. 
He is candid about the state of the hand-
made carpet business: �A lot of factories are 
closing, primarily due to the rising cost of 
raw silk and lack of skilled labor.� 

Egypt ranks second last in silk produc-
tion among the 20 members of the U.N.�s 
International Sericulture Commission. It 
produced 1.1 metric tons of silk in 2017, a 37 
percent increase compared with 2013. 

 
Government Initiatives 
 In addition to tariff exemptions for silk-
worm eggs, the government has employed 
several initiatives to help address the four 
main concerns those interviewed highlight-
ed: mulberry tree cultivation; oversight; 
lack of training and decline of skilled labor; 
and marketing and awareness.    

Sameh el Shahawy, brother of Mahmoud 
and president of the board of directors for 
the carpet manufacturer�s association of 
Mahalla el Kobra, believes the exemption 
from duties will have little effect. �Most 
local producers do not have the capability 
to refine silk from silkworm eggs,� he says. 
�We do not import silkworms, we buy silk.� 
The cost of silk itself is a bigger issue, he 
says, with a kilogram going for about EGP 
800, and tariffs further doubling the cost to 
reach EGP 1,600.  

These high costs have pushed business 
owners to shift from buying high-quality 
silk to �almost exclusively buying leftover 
threads from places like tie factories in 
Italy,� he explains. �Which are vastly inferi-
or to the quality required.� 

 Things were different 30 years ago. 
Sameh el Shahawy reminisces about the 
successful five-year initiative by the 
Ministry of Social Solidarity in 1990, where 

the government provided the families of 
Mahalla el Kobra with 50 tons of imported 
silk for the production of carpets. He fur-
ther stresses the need to hold up this exam-
ple as a benchmark for future government 
efforts. 

 
Confronting Challenges 
Mahmoud el Shahawy identifies taxes as 
the biggest challenge for carpet producers. 
�We pay about EGP 4,000 per meter of 
carpet,� he says, �which severely hinders 
our ability to buy, produce, and sell.� 
Commercial utility taxes are an additional 
burden.  

 Sericulture stakeholders see domestic 
cultivation of mulberry trees as the only 
viable alternative. �The most important 
thing we want from the government is to 
expand cultivation of mulberry trees, 
specifically high-quality Indian varieties,� 
says Sameh Ahmed, head of the Egyptian 
union for silk producers. 

Abdel Moneim and other producers 
agree local production is the way forward. 
�There is a huge difference between the 
quality of silk that is imported and 
Egyptian silk,� he says. �Imported silk con-
tains noticeable traces of wool.� It looks 
pure to the naked eye, he adds, but the end 
user gets only 75 percent silk. 

 Another problem is the lack of skilled 
labor and training opportunities, which 
Mahmoud el Shahawy blames on �salaries 
not exceeding EGP 1,500 per month.� 
�Workers are either leaving the profession, 
retiring, or passing away,� he exclaims. 

Nevertheless, the government has been 
making headway in this regard, according 
to Osama Ghazy, head of the Ministry of 
Agriculture�s Sericulture Research Institute 
�SRI�, which offers training programs. 
�These courses are intended for everyone 
from students to potential investors who 
want to comprehensively learn about seri-
culture for a small fee,� he says. 
Furthermore, the institute has secured 
funding to offer free education in rural 
communities like Sohag and Dakahlia, says 
Ghazy. He is optimistic that sustained 
funding would allow them to train labor 
throughout the country. 

Most of those interviewed, such as Abdel 
Moneim have raised lack of government 
oversight as a main shortcoming. On the 
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topic, Ghazy says his institution is play-
ing its part. �we do official control mea-
sures on imported silk, issue import per-
mits, and inspect silkworm eggs,� he 
explains, adding that oversight relating to 
the carpet industry is the responsibility 
of the Ministry of Manufacturing.  

Nevertheless, �we are the relevant 
body that inspects a carpet�s silk to deter-
mine whether it is pure,� he notes.  

�From my understanding, the prestige 
of Iranian carpets is due to significant 
government contributions, support, and 
oversight,� adds Sameh el Shahawy. 

 
Weaving Solutions 
Abdel Moneim and el Shahawy brothers 
believe carpet making has been slammed 
by the devaluation of the pound and the 
drop in tourists, their biggest customers. 
With raw materials pegged to the dollar, 
�local demand fell as prices became exor-
bitant, sometimes tripling,� Abdel 
Moneim says.  

Ghazy, however, believes the cheaper 
pound can give Egypt�s carpet weavers an 
edge. �The devaluation means domestic 
silk could be cheaper than what is com-
ing from outside,� he says, but this 
depends on Egypt becoming a net 
exporter through the cultivation of mul-
berry trees. El Shahawy agrees, saying the 
devaluation has made his products signif-
icantly more competitive abroad. �A price 
of EGP 20,000 �$1,100� a meter for the 
best Egyptian silk carpets compares very 
favorably with $3,000 for similar quality 
elsewhere,� he says. 

  Sameh el Shahawy reinforces calls for 
a �body responsible for the acquisition 
and distribution of raw materials, as well 
as marketing and raising awareness of the 
product itself.� Oversight, he says, also is 
indispensable for ensuring that high-
quality products are featured at interna-
tional exhibitions. He says involvement 
by the government is �essential now 
because it is the only available source of 
funding.�  

Other proposals address labor reten-
tion and attracting new workers. �There 

is no alternative except the opposite of 
the current reality,� says el Shahawy. 
�Skilled workers should receive a daily 
salary of no less than EGP 900 based 
on how many centimeters of carpet is 
produced.� The biggest long-term 
threat to the carpet business, he 
stresses, is maintaining enough skilled 
laborers. 

  
Cultivating Success 
Sericulture offers potential that goes well 
beyond the traditional craft of carpet 
weaving. �Sericulture is an extremely 
important field, especially for Egypt, 
there is massive potential, and therefore 
obligation, for us to explore and take 
advantage of all the possibilities that ser-
iculture can offer us,� says the SRI�s 
Osama Ghazy. One of the main ways of 
achieving success is boosting production 
of homegrown silk. Ghazy notes that silk 
is used in textiles, cosmetics, and medi-
cine. �Silk is something the entire world 
needs for a variety of purposes,� he says. 
�It is a highly precious material for many 
reasons and eco-friendly, too.� 

 Ghazy and the SRI are trying to capi-
talize on silk�s other uses. �Silk creams 
enhance the production of collagen in the 
skin, but their applications are plentiful,� 
he says. �They can be used on wounds, in 
cosmetics for things like wrinkles, sun-
block, or other more serious like acne, tin-
nitus, hemophilia, and others. The SRI 
already has begun developing silk creams 
for which Ghazy contributed personal 
funds, an indication of the limitations he 
and his research team face. Ghazy says he 
�exhibited this cream at the International 
Sericulture Commission in India and had 
several people tell me it was one of the 
best things that they saw there.� 

Such products symbolize the inher-
ent potential of the sericulture indus-
try in Egypt. �This cream, if it were 
sold in Egypt, would cost a maximum 
of EGP 200 �$11.5�, whereas abroad it 
would be closer to $50, so the oppor-
tunity is there for a revolution in 
Egypt�s sericulture industry,� says 

Ghazy. All that is missing, he says, is a 
�dedicated factory and a complete manu-
facturing process for mass production. 
Of course, these things take time.� 

 Union head Sameh Ahmed lists his key 
requirements for making Egypt a sericul-
ture success story: �planting at least 5 million 
Indian mulberry trees; executing media 
campaigns to promote the importance of 
the industry and attract investment; estab-
lishing training centers on industry best 
practices; ensuring that model farms in all 
governorates are committed to training; 
financial and technical support for small 
producers; increasing R&D funding for 
production of raw silk and silk products; 
exemption from taxes and fees on raw 
materials; and establishment of a frame-
work of oversight mechanisms.�  

Thus far, the government has 
addressed only one of those areas. 
However, the crux of this ambitious 
scheme to revolutionize sericulture is 
contingent on the participation and col-
laboration of disparate institutions, indi-
viduals, associations, and ministries.     

Ghazy and others believe products 
like medicinal and cosmetic creams will 
help mobilize disparate stakeholders in 
the �national project� for sericulture 
expansion and generate �much-needed 
capital for maintaining research and 
development.�  

The bounty that sericulture offers is 
present in each stage of its process, 
according to Ghazy. �Mulberry tree 
leaves and berries have proven medicinal 
effects in relieving high cholesterol, regu-
lating blood sugar, controlling cancer 
cells, and other medicinal qualities.� 

Ahmed�s union has outlined an ambi-
tious plan to achieve silk self-sufficiency 
in Egypt within 20 years, he says.  

Ghazy likens sericulture to a �dia-
mond buried in the sand, one that 
needs to be unearthed, cut, and pol-
ished so it can shine brightly, not only 
to us, but to the world.� More impor-
tantly, he says with a smile, �we always 
say here in the industry that silk is 
more valuable than diamonds.� n 
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With 12 percent of global trade passing through Egyptian ter-
ritory, the country is aiming to become a regional logistics 
hub, Minister of Transportation Hesham Arafat said at a 
February 19th luncheon event at Cairo Marriott Hotel & 
Omar Khayyam Casino. �We have strong competition from 
ports east of the Mediterranean for international trade move-
ment,� noted Arafat, adding this requires a lot of work on 
infrastructure and laws, which last changed in 1980.   

Arafat believes the logistics work done since 2014 is 
starting to pay off. In the latest World Economic Forum�s 
Global Competitiveness Report, Egypt improved its rank 
in quality of roads from 118th in 2014 report to 45th in 
2018. Furthermore, the quality of port infrastructure rank-
ing improved from 66th to 41st, while railways quality 
improved from 78th to 51st. 

Despite these improvements, logistics in Egypt repre-
sent between 30 percent and 40 percent of the cost of the 
final product. �This is very high, definitely in the region 
and maybe in the world,� he said. �We are targeting to drop 
this cost down around 10 percent.� This ensures cheaper, 
more competitive products in both the domestic and for-
eign markets. 

Arafat emphasized that building infrastructure haphaz-
ardly would not yield the desired cost reductions. �The 
entire network has to be fully integrated,� he said, citing 
plans for eight logistics hubs on the 400-kilometer Urban 
Ring Road surrounding Cairo, as well as dry ports in 6th of 
October City, 10th of Ramadan City, and Sadat City.  

The national plan calls for investing EGP 71.156 billion 
to upgrade maritime facilities. About EGP 20 billion 
already has been spent on the port of East Port Said. 

�This money is essential to handle bigger and heavier 
freight,� said Arafat. 

Arafat said EGP 35.58 billion have been allocated for �pri-
ority projects,� with EGP 20 billion already spent. These 
include construction of logistics hubs and dry ports in 6th 
of October City, Borg el Arab, 10th of Ramadan City, Sadat 
City, Beni Suef, and Arqueen, noted the minister. Similarly 
�urgent,� are railway tracks connecting 6th of October 
City, Belbees, 10th of Ramadan City and Robeiky Leather 
City to the national network; tracks from Kafr Daoud to 
Sadat City; and restoring the  Abou Tartour, Qena, and 
Safaga railway tracks that were stolen during the January 
2011 Revolution.  

The second part of Arafat�s plan involves legislative 
reforms, which are estimated to cost EGP 55 billion. �We 
will have a full array of new laws that will overcome exist-
ing problems by June 2020,� he said. Modification of two 
sentences in railway-roads legislation has allowed the pri-
vate sector to participate in operating and maintaining 
railways and the third line of Cairo�s underground metro 
network.  

These updates are closely tied to the third part of 
Arafat�s plan, speeding up customs clearances. �Automating 
customs is vital as it allows setting up a single window to 
serve importers and exporters at the ports,� he added.  

Ultimately, Arafat sees the Ministry of Transportation 
transition from being an operator and an investor to a reg-
ulator responsible for maintenance of Egypt�s logistics net-
work. �Parliament has approved our proposed 
Transportation Authority Law, and it is now pending the 
president�s ratification,� said Arafat. n 

MONTHLY LUNCHEON

Egypt’s Investments in Logistics Infrastructure
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On the sidelines of Egypt Petroleum Show, EGYPS 2019, the 
Ministry of Petroleum and Mineral Resources signed a memo-
randum of understanding �MoU� with the American Chamber 
of Commerce in Egypt on February 12th.  

AmCham Egypt�s Career Development Center �CDC� will 
implement the �Change Management Program,� which is 
specifically designed to help develop the ministry�s human 
capacities and improve leadership skills.  

 Under the agreement, witnessed by Minister Tarek el Molla 
and AmCham Egypt Executive Vice President Ahmed Abou 
Ali,  AmCham Egypt will provide a change management train-
ing program initially targeting 50 ministry executives.  

The program�s first phase is 10 weeks long and focuses on 
innovation, change management, strategy, and leadership. 
Modules of the program will cover the pros and cons of various 
business models, development of influential skills, team 
empowerment, coaching for optimal performance, as well as 
strategy development and execution.  

This program is supported by various members of AmCham 
Egypt�s oil and gas committee, including Apache, ExxonMobil, 

and  Schlumberger.  
The MoU is the first of its kind between the Ministry of 

Petroleum and Mineral Resources and AmCham Egypt. It 
marks the start of a unique model of collaborative partnership 
in the area of capacity-building between both organizations.n

ANNOUNCEMENT

Ministry of Petroleum and Mineral Resources,  
AmCham Egypt Sign MoU

By next year, Egypt aims to increase the share of renewable energy 
in the national grid by having 20 percent of its electricity generated 
via renewable sources, said Mohamed el Khayat, Executive 
Chairman, New and Renewable Energy Authority �NREA� at 
AmCham Egypt�s first Power Committee meeting on February 13th. 

With over $2 billion in investments over the past 25 years, the 
sector has positioned Egypt as an attractive investment destina-
tion by luring in foreign direct investments and bridging the gap 
between government entities and their partners. 

During the sector�s overview, el Khayat noted that opportuni-
ties to boost investments can be further facilitated by market dri-
vers at the local level, coupled with having clear technical codes 
guiding the maturity of current and future projects. 

Furthermore, the government has been active on the licensing 
front, el Khayat added, matching projects with the country�s infra-
structure, and providing grid stability to developers.  Under this 
framework, the commercial, industrial, and tourism sectors have 
experienced evident growth, with further chances of progress. 

Within this scope, financial and development partners, as well 
as the private sector, are complementing the role of the govern-
ment.  The International Finance Corporation �IFC�, for exam-
ple, has supported the Egyptian government on the regulatory 
front, according to Malak Draz de Velasco, investment officer of 

natural resources and infrastructure at IFC. However, there is still 
a gap to be filled, she noted. �Grids need to be ready to cater for 
distribution and generation alike now that tariffs and subsidies 
have almost phased out.� 

Regarding funding, Ahmed Mortada, principal banker of 
energy and natural resources at the European Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development �EBRD� noted that it 
remains a challenge to develop optimal financing packages, call-
ing for the need for innovative solutions beyond EGP financing. 

While the current regulatory framework represents a solid 
point of departure, Donia el Mazghouny, Partner and Energy 
Team Leader at Shahid Law Firm explained that reforms includ-
ing having clear land acquisition mechanisms and a centralized 
consulting register remain crucial for further development of the 
sector. n

POWER

Investing in Renewable Energy
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As climate change around the world intensifies, agricultur-
al ecosystems are witnessing unprecedented changes that 
will require a new approach in the coming years. �This will 
significantly impact the livelihood of farmers and agribusi-
ness in Egypt, as well as around the world,� said Adel el 
Beltagy, chairman of the International Dryland 
Development Commission �IDDC� at AmCham Egypt�s 
Agriculture and Food Security Committee meeting on 
December 17th to address �The Dynamic Impact of 
Climate Change on Agro-Ecosystems.�  

Population growth is the primary factor affecting food 
supply in the foreseeable future. According to the U.S. 
Census Bureau, by 2050 the world�s population will grow 
from 7.7 billion people to about 11 billion, which would 
double the demand for food. However, as pollution and 
urbanization increase, average temperatures rise. El 
Beltagy estimates that could reduce food output by 50 per-
cent and 32 percent of food would be lost during harvest. 
�We will have a problem of finding available food for the 
inhabitants of this planet,� he says.  

To counter this projected drop, El Beltagy proposes an 
adaptation strategy that would be especially effective in 

developing countries. The strategy partly involves creating 
�a new genetic makeup,� says el Beltagy. The second part of 
the strategy would introduce new agricultural management 
techniques by optimizing irrigation and nutrition, he says.  

El Beltagy maintains both methods make use of a vari-
ety of scientific tools, including remote sensing, GPS, 
biotechnology, simulation modeling, information tech-
nology, renewable energy, water-saving techniques, and 
nanotechnology.  

Ultimately, however, el Beltagy says that deterring the 
impact of climate change demands �people power� with an 
�awareness of nature and a respect of nature.� n 

AGRICULTURE AND FOOD SECURITY 

Climate Change and Agriculture

The Corporate Impact and Sustainability Committee on 
February 6th hosted Howaida Barakat, head of the 
Sustainable Development Unit at the Ministry of Planning, 
Follow-Up, and Administrative Reform �MOP�, and Ehab 
Shalaby, chairman of DCarbon Egypt, to discuss the United 
Nation�s 17 Sustainable Development Goals �SDG� 
announced in 2015. 

According to Barakat, Egypt announced its SDG agenda 
in 2016 as part of its Sustainable Development Strategy: 
Egypt Vision 2030. It aligns its goals with the national eco-
nomic, social, and environmental priorities. It is currently 
being revised by the ministry to integrate lessons from the 
initial phase of implementation, consider new socioeco-
nomic realities, and align with Africa�s Agenda 2063. 

Despite ongoing changes, the ministry is pursuing pro-
jects with the private sector to bridge the investment gap 
and build a stronger workforce through technical and voca-
tional education. Overall, Barakat believes there is great 
potential for Egypt�s sustainability agenda to evolve and 
gain momentum. 

With a focus on what businesses can do to meet the 
SDGs, Shalaby highlighted the need to have a strong 
reporting platform to promote efforts to achieve each goal, 

stressing the importance of the Global Reporting 
Initiative. 

According to a joint study by Ernst & Young and the 
Boston College Center for Corporate Citizenship, compa-
nies support sustainability reporting as it improves reputa-
tions, increases employee loyalty, and facilitates access to 
capital, among other benefits. 

Shalaby believes reporting is essential to overcome the 
many challenges affecting sustainable growth. In particular, 
it would improve communication and address the needs of 
public and private stakeholders. Furthermore, reporting 
could produce more accurate and timely information, lead-
ing to coherent and comprehensive reform agendas.n

CORPORATE IMPACT AND SUSTAINABILITY

Deep-dive into Sustainable Development Goals 
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The ultimate goal of the Egyptian Tax Authority �ETA� is 
to email taxpayers a detailed audit document that contains 
the amount of tax they need to pay online. �This would be 
the final step in our current reform program,� said 
Mohamed Shawky, head of operations and awareness at 
ETA, during a committee meeting on January 30th. Also in 
attendance was the Head of Quality Assurance in the 
Information Technology department, Tharwat Abdel Baky, 
and representatives from e-Finance, which developed the 
ETA�s digital filing system.  

The first step for ETA was to create a flexible system 
that allows for fast updates based on feedback from filing 
companies. �It is the fastest platform that is being updated 
in ETA�s history,� said Shawky, who added that it takes 
three to four days to make a change to the filing system or 
its user interface. �We could do it in a shorter time, but 
quality checks don�t permit that,� he explained.  

In its current iteration, the system allows transactions 
from unregistered business and individuals, who are invisible 
to ETA, to be entered the same way as registered business-
to-business transactions. The latter requires full details, 
including registration ID number, invoice number, and tax 

ID numbers of all parties. �If there is something missing or a 
discrepancy between buyer and seller information while fil-
ing, then we call both to clarify,� said Shawky. �We are now 
completely relying on the client�s electronic file.�    

Entries can now be either daily or monthly, with multiple 
transactions with the same business partner posted and 
totaled in one bill. 

The next step is for point-of-sale machines to be linked 
to ETA to update transactions as soon as possible. �This 
will ensure that complete and correct information is 
entered into the system as well as an instant calculation of 
outstanding tax bills,� said Shawky. n

CUSTOMS AND TAXATION

Electronic Filing 

Accounting for 75 percent of government revenue, Egypt�s 
tax revenue is essential for the state. Despite its impor-
tance, it is long overdue for a digital update. �We want to 
align ourselves with taxation practices happening all over 
the world,� said Abdel Azim Hussein, chairman of the 
Egyptian Tax Authority �ETA�, at a Customs and Taxation 
Committee meeting January 23 at the Nile Ritz Carlton.  

The ETA�s plan is based on several pillars, which are being 
developed simultaneously, according to Hussein. The first pil-
lar is to re-engineer and simplify the process of filing tax 
reports. �This, we are almost done with,� said Hussein. It is 
closely tied to the second pillar, which is automating the 
entire process from filing through conflict resolution. 

According to Hussein, starting this tax season all corpo-
rations must file electronically for all taxes, such as income 
and VAT. �We have included offices in all ETA branches 
nationwide where a company owner can file taxes with the 
help of an on-site expert,� said Hussein. 

The other pillar the ETA is working on is upgrading tax 
legislation. Currently, the authority is putting together a 

draft law to unify procedures for all types of taxes �income 
tax, VAT, stamp tax, and development tax�.    

Additionally, the ETA is improving its infrastructure, 
especially in remote branches. Training is another dimen-
sion that Hussein sees as essential to avoid problems dur-
ing the implementation of changes.  

ETA Deputy Chairman Reda Abdel Kader said that 
despite the progress made, it will all be for nothing without 
constant feedback from taxpayers. �This is as essential dur-
ing the transition phase as in later phases,� he says.n 

CUSTOMS AND TAXATION

Paying Taxes Enters a New Era
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TAKATOF ASSOCIATION FOR DEVELOPMENT (TAD)

Member News

TAD completed the upgrade of its 25th school, El Orouba Primary 
School in Embaba. The EGP6-million upgrade, which is 80 percent fund-
ed by a Japanese Grant and 20 percent secured by TAD, aims to 
improve the educational environment through a comprehensive devel-
opment approach. The school was inaugurated by Minister of Social 
Solidarity; Minister of Education; Giza Governor; Minister at Embassy of 
Japan; TAD Chairman Hossam Badrawi; TAD Treasurer Ahmed Shawki 
and TAD CEO Mireille Nessim.

BARON PALACE SAHL HASHEESH 

Baron Palace Sahl Hasheesh won a 2019 Traveler’s Choice Award from 
Tripadvisor, the highest honor the entity awards to luxury hotels. Based 
on reviews and opinions from millions of travelers, Baron Palace Sahl 
Hasheesh is in the top 1 percent of hotels. This prestigious ranking was 
based on reviews from thousands of international tourists that guaran-
tee the quality and 5-star detailing of the Palace’s service. 

NILE RITZ-CARLTON 

The Nile Ritz-Carlton is introducing “Sea to Table” concept to its Bab el 
Sharq restaurant, prepared by Chef De Cuisine Nasib Abdo and his team 
every Tuesday and Thursday night. Meanwhile, to celebrate mother’s 
day, Nile Ritz-Carlton’s Vivo restaurant is offering an Italian lunch set 
menus and a la carte plates from 12:30 pm to 03:30 pm. For dinner, Vivo 
will also feature its bespoke a la carte menu in addition to another spe-
cial mother day’s menu.

ORANGE EGYPT 

Orange Egypt in cooperation with VictoryLink announced a new exclusive 
partnership with the Egyptian football star Hazem Emam, to air his foot-
ball talk show: Live with Hazem Emam. The new service will be available 
through a special platform, which is designed specially to address 
orange customers’ needs and interests. Orange customers can easily sub-
scribe to this service by calling  * 14 #. New subscribers will have the 
chance to spend a full day with Hazem Emam and participate with him 
in a variety of recreational activities.
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Medical 
Health Care  
  
 
 
Information & 
Communications 
Technology 
Transport

Three tenders for the supply of (a) microbiology & immunity laboratory require-
ments for El Shatbi Pediatrics Hospital, (b) blood compensating solutions & (c) 
Pathology chemicals for the Immunity Laboratory required for the automatic pig-
ments instrument. - Leica Bond Max. 
 
Supply & erection of a system to secure ENR Information networks.

Alexandria University Hospitals, the Central Supplies 
Dept. 
 
 
 
TransIT- Transport Information Technology 
Company - Affiliated to E.N.R., The Cashier

EGP 41,00 & 
250,000 & 19,750 

EGP 5,00 & 3,000 & 
1,000 

 
EGP 250,000   
EGP 5,000  

March 18,  
2019 

 
 
 

March 19,  
2019

www.amcham.org.eg/TAS 
For further information, contact the Business Information Center at AmCham Egypt 

Tel: (20-2) 3338-1050 – Direct: (20-2) 3761-9641 • Fax: (20-2) 3338-9896 • E-mail: info@amcham.org.eg 
Website: www.amcham.org.eg • US Website: www.amcham-egypt.org

Description Client Bid bond 
Specs feesDeadline Sectors

 Beneficiary Sectors                    Generating Sectors

Top Tenders

TOP TENDERS FROM TAS 

Sector Show Name  Website Embassy Contact Person TEL.

March 

Healthcare - Supplements Natural Products Expo West/ 
Engredea expowest.com Rania Mekhail 2797-3487

U.S. Exhibitions 
Listings are now available on our website:www.amcham.org.eg 

Exhibitions related to the following sectors are scheduled for the upcoming months.

For more information about these exhibitions, please contact: The Commercial Service at the U.S. Embassy 
Tel: (20-2) 2797-2330/ 40 - E-mail: office.cairo@trade.gov 

*Please refer to the Commercial Service at the U.S. Embassy for any updates on the exhibitions.

 For more information about these jobs and others, visit:  
 www.amcham.org.eg/recruitment – e-mail: recruitment@amcham.org.eg, Tel: (20-2) 333 88 220 Ext. 1513 - 1514 Fax: (20-2) 333 73 779

Jobs

AMCHAM RECRUITMENT CENTER

Code Vacancies Company Name

114771 Human Resources Manager Intelligent for Field Marketing
114811 Budget & Finance Analyst Franke Egypt
114904 Facility Manager Domiatec Group
114898 Marketing Manager Sphinx Glass
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Exclusive Offers

The BUSINESS MONTHLY Classifieds section is open exclusively to AmCham member companies.  
Text ads are £E 150 for up to 30 words, £E 5 per additional word. Abbreviations, phone numbers and e-mail addresses count as one word. Display ads are 
£E 100 per cm in height, per column (max. 20cm in combined total height). Discounts are offered for regular advertisers and repeat bookings. 
Insertion orders, payment and ad content must be received by the 15th of the month preceding publication. All classified ads subject to editorial approval. For more 
information, or to place a classified ad, contact Amany Kassem at (20-2) 3338-9890, fax (20-2) 3338-0850, e-mail: akassem@amcham.org.eg

 
 

Semiramis InterContinental Hotel is pleased to extend its offer to AmCham Members 
on Accommodation, Restaurant & Spa: 

City view room: L.E 1,950, Double city view room: L.E 2,200 
Nile view Supplement: L.E 350, Club Floor Supplement: L.E 700 

Executive Suite: L.E 5,300 
In addition to a 20% discount on the below restaurants all weekdays 

Sabaya, Pane Vino, The Grill, Birdcage *New, 
The Indian along the Nile *New, Nile Terrace *New 

Except Night & Day Friday Brunch, Takeaway 
And 15% discount off all Spa treatments. 

  
***Discounts will be granted for AmCham members  

upon presenting their AmCham 2019 membership card*** 
 

For more information, please contact: 
Rooms Information and reservations: 
Mahmoud Abou Hussein • Office: (20-2) 2798-8000 
Fax: (20-2) 2798-8015 • E-mail: Mahmoud.abuhussein@ihg.com 
Dinning Information and reservations: 
F&B reservation desk • Office: 2798-8000 - Extension: 1151 

 
Please visit AmCham Cyberlink on http://www.amcham.org.eg/cyberlink  

for more information on AmCham benefits 
 

This offer is valid until December 29, 2019

SEMIRAMIS INTERCONTINENTAL HOTEL
 

Hilton Worldwide is delighted to offer AmCham Members an exclusive discount on 
accommodation and food & beverages at the Hilton Cairo Zamalek Residences, Hilton 

Marsa Alam Nubian Resorts, Hilton Luxor Resort & Spa and Ramses Hilton. 
Up to 15% Discount from Hilton Worldwide (Egypt Branch) to AmCham Members on 

Accommodation and Food & Beverages 
 

***Discounts will be granted for AmCham members upon  
presenting their AmCham 2019 membership card*** 

 
For more information, please contact: 
Hilton Marsa Allam: Amir Maher 
Phone: (20-65) 3740-060 • Email: amir.maher@hilton.com 
Hilton Luxor: Reservation Department 
Phone: (20-95) 2399-999 • Email: reservation.Luxor@Hilton.com 
Hilton Cairo Zamalek: Reservation Department 
Phone: (20-2) 2737-0055 • Email: Caizr_res@hilton.com 
Ramses Hilton: Basma Zeidan 
Phone: (20 2) 2577-7444 • Email: Basma.abdelrehim@hilton.com 
 

 Please visit AmCham Cyberlink on http://www.amcham.org.eg/cyberlink  
for more information on  AmCham benefits 

 
This offer is valid until December 31, 2019

HILTON WORLDWIDE

 
Appliance is pleased to offer its unique solutions and services to AmCham Member 

companies on the below products: 
1- Appliance Furniture: 

10% discount on all furniture products 
2- Appliance IT Solutions: 

20% discount on Digital Signage solution 
10% discount on GPS services 

10% discount on security systems 
Show room address: 16 Abou El Ataheya Street– Emtedad Abbass El Akkad Street, 

Nasr City 
You can check our website for more info.: www.appliance-eg.com 

 
For more information, please contact: 
Waged Abdel Halim 
Phone Number: (20-2) 2670-6627/2670-6320 
Mobile: (20-12) 2451-0500 
Email: waged@appliance-eg.com 
Ahmed Hassan  
Mobile: (20-12) 2030-0277 
Email: ahassan@appliance-eg.com 

 
 Please visit AmCham Cyberlink on http://www.amcham.org.eg/cyberlink  

for more information on AmCham benefits 
 

This offer is valid until December 31, 2019

NATIONAL TRADING COMPANY (APPLIANCE)
 

All AmCham members are entitled to enjoy a 10% discount (food and non-alcoholic 
beverages only) in the following restaurants over the dates Sunday - Wednesday : 

Four Seasons Hotel Cairo at Nile Plaza: Bella and Zitouni 
Four Seasons Hotel Cairo at The First Residence: La Gourmandise 

Four Seasons Resort Sharm El Sheikh, Egypt: All outlets 
Four Seasons Hotel Alexandria at San Stefano: Byblos and Fresca, and Friday brunch 

in Kala 
Special NEW benefit: 

10% discount on spa treatment over the dates Sunday – Wednesday  
between 09:00 - 13:00 

 
***Discounts will be granted for 2019 membership card*** 

 
For more information, please contact: 
Four Seasons Egypt Hotels at Cairo (Nile Plaza and First Residence), Four Seasons 
San Stefano (Alexandria), Four Seasons Resort (Sharm El Sheikh)  
Phone: Cairo (Nile Plaza): (20-2) 2791 6923, Cairo (First Residence): (20-2) 
3567 2121, Alexandria (San Stefano): (20-3) 581 8000 ext. 1049,                                               
Sharm El Sheikh Resort: (20-69) 360-3555 

 
 Please visit AmCham Cyberlink on http://www.amcham.org.eg/cyberlink  

for more information on AmCham benefits 
 

This offer is valid until December 31, 2019

FOUR SEASONS HOTELS AND RESORTS, EGYPT
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Cairo Marriott Hotel & Omar Khayyam Casino invited a group of chil-
dren from SOS Children’s Village, an NGO working to protect and sup-
port children who have lost parental care, for lunch at Empress Lounge. 
Kids were welcomed by DJ tunes. The day was filled with fun games 
and activities including face painting, a clown shaping balloons, as well 
as singing and dancing on the stage. To make the day more memo-
rable, everyone went home with a mosaic painting that they crafted at 
the mosaic-station. 

CAIRO MARRIOTT HOTEL & OMAR KHAYYAM CASINO 

Hyundai Motorsport has taken its second consecutive podium result of 
the 2019 FIA World Rally Championship, as Thierry Neuville finished in 
third place in a closely contested battle on the concluding day of Rally 
Sweden. Neuville and co-driver Nicolas Gilsoul mounted a strong cam-
paign during the weekend, having been down in seventh at the end of 
Friday’s stages. The Belgian duo ended the 19-stage event just three 
seconds from second-placed Esapekka Lappi after a determined per-
formance. 

HYUNDAI

Hilton Cairo Heliopolis celebrated its first anniversary after successful-
ly adding Hilton Cairo Heliopolis to the group. The celebration was 
attended by staff, management, and representatives of key accounts. 
During the ceremony, General Manager Stefan Stoss gave a speech 
about the challenges, success, and support he received.

HILTON CAIRO HELIOPOLIS 

Jaz Hotel Group launched the first phase of its mobile application, 
available for both iOS and Android mobile devices. The app provides a 
vast array of tech enhancements designed to optimize time, accessibil-
ity and mobility. The new mobile app aims to enhance the guest expe-
rience by offering an array of services accessible via smartphones. The 
newly designed free mobile app developed to maximize the features of 
the current smartphone technology, offers guests a seamless booking 
experience and access to exclusive offers with the ability to use promo 
codes at any of Jaz Hotel Group splendid resorts. 

JAZ HOTEL GROUP
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Mercedes-Benz continues to be the leading premium automobile brand 
in terms of unit sales. In a challenging year, the company with the 
three-pointed star increased its global car sales to 2.31 million units in 
2018, its eighth consecutive record year. The company completed its 
strongest year with the best quarter in the company’s history. This 
makes Mercedes-Benz the best-selling premium brand in the automo-
tive industry for the third time in succession. 

MERCEDES-BENZ 

Egyptian International Motors Company—the official and exclusive 
importer for Renault—held a ceremony to deliver the latest Renault cars 
booked during January and February of 2019. Pursuing excellence in 
its customer relations in the Egyptian market, Renault invited the cus-
tomers and their families to spend an unforgettable day at Abu Rawash 
center. The event hosted a number of Renault Egypt senior officials, 
where customers received their cars and had the opportunity to see 
Renault’s latest models. Locally Renault sells the Kadjar, Logan, 
Megan, Sandero, Stepway, and Captur. 

RENAULT EGYPT 

Radisson Hotel Group announced the signing of six new hotels in Egypt 
as part of a portfolio deal across a number of its brands. The agree-
ment was signed with existing business partner Zaghloul Holdings, a 
local conglomerate operating in real estate, contracting, tourism, com-
mercial retail, entertainment, and sports investment industries. The six 
hotels are Radisson Collection Hotel Cairo Heliopolis; Radisson Blu 
Serviced Apartments Cairo Heliopolis; Radisson Blu Hotel Cairo Golf 
City; Radisson Hotel New Cairo; Radisson Hotel & Resort Ain Sokhna; 
Radisson Blu Hotel & Resort Makadi Bay Hurghada. 

RADISSON HOTEL GROUP

Global technology leader Xiaomi announced its first 5G-ready smart-
phone, Mi MIX 3 5G. To be available by May, Mi MIX 3 5G brings 5G 
wireless technology to Mi MIX 3, using the latest Qualcomm® 
Snapdragon™ 855 Mobile Platform with the Snapdragon X50 modem 
for unleashing transformative 5G experience. Mi 9, Xiaomi's latest 
flagship, has been announced globally. Mi 9 features an AI triple cam-
era, class-leading 20W wireless charging, and unimaginable perfor-
mance powered by the Qualcomm Snapdragon 855 Mobile Platform. 
Mi 9 will first be available in Western Europe.

XIAOMI 



Anything for Breakfast 
Giza police forces went into high alert 
last month when courthouse security 
officers reported loud and persistent 
barking from guard dogs at a black 
briefcase near the sidewalk. The bomb 
squad quickly gathered and the court-
house was evacuated. Only to discover 
shortly after the suitcase was declared 
explosives-free, containing nothing 
but some papers and pens. Police 
forces were still confused as to why 
the dogs were barking at the case, 
given their training was to sniff out 
explosives. That being so, the owner 
of the briefcase, a lawyer, was tracked 
down and arrested. Investigations 
showed that earlier in the day the 
lawyer realized he left his mobile 
phone outside the courthouse and had 
rushed to get it, leaving his briefcase 
behind. As for the barking dogs, they 
were begging for the two kofta sand-
wiches the lawyer had prepared for 
lunch and placed in his bag. Further 

investigations revealed security offi-
cers in charge of the guard dogs had 
not fed them earlier. 

Tahrir News, February 5th      
 

An Expensive Car Wash 
A cafe owner in Sharqia governorate 
managed to convince a friend of his to 
borrow his car for a short trip to Cairo 
in return for a good car wash. A few 
days later, Cairo�s police charged the 
cafe owner with stealing the car and 
selling it at the capital�s Friday car 
market.  The cafe owner was caught 
due to a three-months-old expired car 
license, on which he had forged its 
renewal date. Botching it up, he wrote 
that the license would expire in 2118 
instead of 2018. During investigations, 
the cafe owner maintained no motive 
for theft, saying he was merely helping 
his friend sell the car. The car�s owner, 
however, got fined EGP 20,000 and 

three months suspended prison sen-
tence for letting his license expire.  

Al Watan Newspaper, February 20th 
 

Attracting Unwanted 
Attention 
Some Upper Egyptians living near the 
agricultural road reported to the police 
that donkeys, horses, and farm animals 
nearby are behaving erratically and 
becoming a threat to individuals living 
in the area. Shortly after, the police 
arrived prepared to seize the animals to 
investigate the cause of such behavior. 
It didn�t take long to discover the ani-
mals were, in fact, high. Upon studying 
the area, the police discovered by 
chance 18 hash and marijuana planta-
tions on the agriculture road which 
were apparently planted by drug deal-
ers next to various fruit trees to hide 
what they were really growing. The 
drug dealers were arrested and the 
plantations were burned down. 

Tahrir News, February 15   

Media Lite

60• Business Monthly - MARCH 2019

Media Lite is a satirical review of items published in the local and international press. All opinions and allegations made in them belong solely to the 
original publications and no attempt has been made to ascertain their veracity.

A Glance At The Press

Here is the beak of a crow. Put it 
under the ATM machine from 

which you take your salary. This 
will ensure your salary lasts until 

the end of the month.

Al Masry Al Youm, February 5
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